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Minister Tells Of His Experience In Jail
Boy Saved By
Dogs Lung Is
Still Living

In

Arrested
Twice In
W.Memphis

Defender
'Taw Sweathamaimpoadwat WS

Three years ago, medical history was made when a
Vslegro boy from Pine Bluff, Ark., was kept alive with a
4log's lung while doctors at the University of Minnesota
hospital operated on his heart. It was the first time such a
method had ever been used.
Today, the boy. Calvin Rich-1
mood, is still alive, in the state
Town.
of Illinois, and doing tine lie re- In a short while, the people in
cently wrote a letter to a phy• the area had contributed the $3,000
sician at the University Medical that was needed for the operation,
center at Little Rock and told and the 13 year old boy was taken
him that he was 'feeling good." to Minneapolis in a plane from
It was back in 1954 that a doe. the Arkansas Air National Guard.
tor examined Calvin and discover- The operation took 17 minutes,
ed a "heart murmur." The ail- and during that time Calvin was
ent grew worse, anill a more kept alive while a mechanical
orough examination revealed pump replaced his heart, as the
disembodied dog's lung took over
the functions of his own, and the
doctors sewed up the three holes
in his heart.
The boy is alive today, but he
owes his life to a newsprper
writer, and sympathetic citizens
who came to his aid when he
needed them the most.
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Little Rock Nine, Mrs. Bates & Editor Wilson Cited

A New York minister, Rev. R. L.
Evans, pastor of the New Friendship Baptist church in Brooklyn,
told the Tri-State Defender here
last week that he planned to institute civil rights in charges which
grew out of an alleged traffic violation.
Rev. Evans, who was at one time
pastor of the Friendship Baptist
church in Nashville, and who was
a candidate for vice mayor of the
city, said that he would also make
a complaint about conditions in the
jail at West Memphis, which he
said is about the worst place ia
which he has ever seen human beings confined.
"As a minister," Rev. Evans

Mystery Blazes
Plague Homes
CALVIN RICHMOND

*

at there was a hole in the
ails of the lower chambers of
his heart, and that the blood was
by-passing the normal channels
This was causing his heart to
grow larger, as it had to work
harder to make up for the deficiency.
PEOPLE RALLY
The boy's parents were not able
to afford the medical treatment
for the boy that he needed to
survive, and there was little hope
for him until his plight was discovered by Carroll McGauhey,
who wrote a column for the Arkansas Gazette, entitled, "Our

Police and fire department officials were at a loss this weel:
to explain why fires and broken
windows have been cropping up in
a 40-acre housing development intended for Negroes on Bali road
west of Perry.
One of the new housing units was
completely destroyed by fire on
Saturday, and only two weeks ago
anothcr house was discovered
afire. Firemen arrived in time to
extinguish it before it destroyed
the building.
Guards and policemen have been
patrolling the area, but they said
that they did not see anything
unusual before the fires.
Just before plans for the houSlog units for about 1,400 Negro
families were approved, several
white property owners in the area
made protesta against the construction,

HONORED — The Little Rock
Bates,
Nine, Mrs. Daisy
NAACP Arkansas State president, and L. Alex Wilson,
editor and general manager of
the Tri-State Defender, were
honored at the Robert S. Abbott Memorial Dinner held in
Chicago last Thursday evening

Constitution Room. IN PHOTO
at the Morrisan hotel. in the
AT EXTREME LEFT are
nine of the 10 Little Rock
winners of the Abbott Memorial Award. Seated: (L. to
R.) Melba Patillo, Minniejean
Brown, Elizabeth Eckford and
Thelma Mothershed. Standing,

same order: Jefferson Thomas
Carlotta
Walls,
Terrence
Roberts, Ernest Green (first
Negro graduate of Central
High, Little Rock) and Gloria
Ray. IN PHOTO AT CENTER,
Louis Martin, master of ceremonies at the dinner and
editor.in-chief of the Chicago

Defender, congratulates L
Alex Wilson, who was presented
the Chicago Defender's Celli.
ficate of Award "for symbol'.
zing the highest standards of
American Journalism at Little
Rock," on Sept. 23, 1957.
PHOTO AT EXTREME RIGHT
shows John H. Sengstacke

(right), president of the De.
fender Publications, presenting
the Abbott Memorial Award
to Mrs. Daisy Bates. Looking
on center is Mr. Martin, The
19 Little Rock winners were
cited in recognition of out.
standing public service. Defender Photos by Pulley)

REV. R. L. EVANS
said, "I have had occasion to go
inside the walls of many prisons
(See "MINISTER", Page 2)

White Church Parent Of Little Rock Asks Whites To The Bates Victims Of
Backs Down On Student Gives Views Help Lift Negro Ingratitude In State
To New Heights
Offer To Sell

By McCANN L. REID
and children, Mrs. Roberta said
By M. L. REID
"We feel like we are one big
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. --. A few family now. When something hap
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The price of integration In
hours before Ernest L. Green, the
first of the Negro students to -at- Pened t/ (me ti the children, we HOVSTON, Texat — The Rev, Little Rock, Ark., has been high, and no one has borne any
were all concerned about it."
Plane by members of the Jack- tend Central High school in Little
W. 0. Vaught, jr., pastor of the larger share of that debt than has Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
son Ave. Baptist church to obtain Rock was to receive his diploma, HARASSMENT
Immanuel Baptist church in Little Bates, owners and publishers of the Arkansas State Press.
mothMargaret
Roberts,
the
Mrs.
"We thought that after the 101s Rock, Ark., told 4,000 delegates of
the church building and property
Bombs which have failed to explode and huge stones
located gt 1224 Chelsea ave. were er of Terrence, who also attended came here last Fall, that school the Pastors' Conference of the
school
said,
"I
hope
nothing
the
the
discontinued recently when
would soon return to normal," she Southern Batpist Convention that -have been tossed through the
members of the Sylvan Heights happens tonight when Ernest grad- said, 'but the children were mo- "the mob that formed around Cen- large picture windows of their a shotgun and a pistol, keeping
a
uates. I'll certainly be glad when
lested all year. Their lockers were tral High school did not fairly rep. beautiful ranch-style home. Though watchful eye on every one who
Four of five charges placed against a teenage girl who Baptist church decided not to sell. it's over."
school was out last week, they
which
church
the
resent
for
many
occasions
the
rank
stepped
upon
deal
broken
open
on
and
file
their
The
of
the
property,
The 16-year-old student went to
claimed that she was beaten by a Negro policeman in her
, were able to feel secure only bewas supposed to have been offered
and their books stolen. The white citizens of Arkansas."
Only hie night before graduahome at 272 Hernando St. were dismissed by Judge Eliza- to the Negro congregation for about his commencement exercises last children stole their gym clothes The Baptists were in session here cause they knew a deputy sheriff tion white
youngsters in an auto.
Tuesday night and received his disat across the street armed with
beth McCain last week when the girl appeared in Juvenile $15C,000 was called off when a ploma without incident, but Mrs. and threw wads of paper and gum at the Sam Houston Colisuem all
mobile had driven past and tossed
week long. Leaders expect more
a firecracker in front of the house,
check for the down payment was Roberts was expressing the senti- at them.
Court.
than 13,000 messengers to attend
hut it was just as distorbing as
returned uncashed.
ments of most of the parents when OBJECTS THROWN
Found guilty on a charge of beif
a shot had been fired to those
the conference by Friday, when
ing unruly was Miss Janie Al- lie said that when he told the Rev. W. L. Varnado, pastor of she said, "I'll never forget the "One day, Terry was going down
inside the home.
the convention ends. The Rev. Mr.
that
1957."
said
year,
Church
Ave.
Jackson
the
released
in
was
someone
threw
a
brook, 17, who
the stairs and
Vaught said no matter how detergirl to come into the house and the group sent the check back to Speaking of the other parents
On the day when the first sties
the custody of Mrs. Amanda Romagazine and hit him upside the mined are
those Arkansans who
dent, Ernest L. Green, was prethat he was arresting her, she him recently, and told hi,m that
land, a juvenile officer.
head. While in the gymnasium just are against integration, they are
paring
to graduate, Mr. Bates reJudge McCain noted that it was did not comply, and that he notic- they had decided not to sell it to
before school was ended, some- even more so against mob viofleeted that his fight for freedom
the second case within a week in ed that she was not properiy at- his congregation.
body threw a rock at him and hit lence and mob rule.
In Arkansas had cost him 80 per
which a teenage girl had accused tired. The officer told the court White residents in the vicinity
him on the head. He still has the He told the Baptist preachers that
cent of the circulation of his pa.
a member of the Memphis Police that he had some difficulty in get- of the Sylvan Heights church were
mark on him."
per.
white people, themself, will rise
Department of misconduct in mak- ting the girl to come into the disturbed this Spring when it was
"We have faced mobs, assault,
On the day that Minnljcan Erovrn to heights by "lifting the Negro up
ing an arrest, and that she had house.
reported that the white congregaand all other forms of violence
was expelled from Central High to new heights."
no authority to try a member 'MEDDLED HER'
tion was going to sell the building
in
behalf of these students here,"
school, Mrs. Roberts said that "We must use the battering
of the police force.
Miss Albrook tolct the court which has a large parsonage and a Clifton Satterfield, director of some man called her around 10 ram of facts to destroy the walls
he said, "yet the Negroes have
OFFICER TELLS HIS SIDE
not shown that they appreciate it
that the officer had been meddling spacious parking lot to Negroes. instructions at Griggs Business
She said that she belieYed that
a. m., identified himself as the of hatred and misinformation
enough to support the paper.
her for some time, and had been A petition against this move was college was honored recently by
that
race
prejudice
always
brings.
Police Chief J. C. MacDonald and
principal,
Jess
Matthews
and
told
He said that the decline in the
insulting whatever young man that circulated in the area, and more the members of the faculty add
Let us not be afraid to face
her officials would make an inwere said to the student body for his "unsel- her that her boy had been "hurt facts."
paper's circulation had b e e
stigation of the ease, and make happened to be with her when- than 1,000 persons
she
could
badly,"
and
asked
her
if
brought about as a result of fear
ever he passed the house.
have signed the protest to the fish service to the community and
To attain harmony, the Rev. Mr.
e proper disposition of the matsome over to the school immediand intimidation by the White Cit.
She denied having been improp- change.
Griggs college."
Vaught said the following would be
ter.
ately.
icons
Council. Before the issue of
In court to tell why he arrest- erly attired when she came out The building presently occupied A present and a boutonniere were
helpful;
The
man,
she
said,
talked
very
integration
was brought up, he
ed the girl on additional charges on the porch, but said that the by the Negro congregation is in the presented to Mr. Satterfield as the
(1) Give qualified colored persons
explained, there were a considersympathetically, and asked her for
of using profane language, in- officer ripped her housecoat open Jackson Avenue Renewal area and students sang, "Give him the floan opportunity to earn a living acable number of white agents whe
the name of their family doctor,
decent exposure, disorderly con- when he came from the street Is scheduled to be razed in the near wers while he lives."
cording to their capabilities; (2)
and told her that it appeared that break down walls of hatred which GETS DANFORTH GRANT,—Pkd were, handling the paper which
duct and creating a disturb- She said that after the officer hit future.
Rev. C. J. Gaston, director of
was started in 1941.
ance was Patrolman Jewel Jou- her in the side she became angry Rev. Varnado said that his con- the school, paid tribute to Mr. her son's nose was broken,
stands between the races, groom Lofton, instructor of religion and
This week, in an editorial which
TELEPHONE TRICK
social science at Owen Junior colbert, along with his partner, Frank and called him a "dog" and a gregation does not have any plans
and
nations;
(3)
place
a
new
emsounded like the prelude to a swan
Satterfield for his untiring efforts "I was home with the three
"bum."
Peoples.
phasis on universal education, and lege, has been given a grant to song, the publishers wrote: "Due
for the immediate Lture about in the American Legion, St. John
The officer told the court that Judge McCain gave the girl a buying another church, and that he
youngest children, and when I (4) place a new evaluation on the attend Danforth faculty seminar to the successful boycott sponsorBaptist church, Cotton Makers'
he and his partner had had the lecture, and told her that in the did not have any information as to
got the news I almost fainted. I "real meaning of democracy."
on creative teaching to be held ed by the Arkansas segregationists
house at 272 Hernando a', under future she should seek to avoid how soon his present building would Jubilee, and Griggs Business col- told him that I didn't have any- Representative Brooks Hays,(D) from June 23 to July 11 at the against the State Press, and the
lege.
surveillance because they had re- trouble, pay the proper respect to
Religion at Ber- apathy of Arkansas Negroes over
He was presented an emblem one with whom I could leave the Ark., convention president, au- Pacific School of
ceived a report that a dice game officers who are carrying out their be torn down.
children at the time, and he sug- thored a resolution recommending keley. Mr. Lofton was one of 25 the stand the paper has taken in
was going on in one of the rooms, duties, and appointed Mrs. Ro- The Sylvan Heights congregation whiCh represented a service award,
selected
from
among 500 the integration controversy, the
gested that I leave them with a that the convention authorize the persons
and that when he stopped a man land to help her with some per- was originally scheduled to move and expressed his appreciation to
applicants to attend seminar sponmembers
the
Frayser
where
those
who
were
involved
in
giving
Ito
come
the
court
out
building,
problems
which
of the
sonal
who had
(See "LITTLE ROCK 9", Page 2) (See "ASK WHITES", Page 2) sorest by Danforth Foundation, (See "BATES VICTIMS", Page 2)
him the unexpected honor.
'planned to build a new church.
said must be solved.
the girl interfered.

Dismisses 4 Charges
'Against Teenage Girl

Satterfield
Honored At
Griggs College

ii

Find Integration Only Partly To Blame For Rowdyism In Schools
WASHINGTON, D. C. — (NNPA) — Racial integra- per cent colored.
Mrs Hazel Turnbow, a teacher
ion is only partly to blame for the outbreaks of violence
at Manuel school last year, said
and rowdyism which occurred in the schools across the "The biggest knife I ever saw
down there was one a little white
country.
girl had last year."
In a copyrighted article end interview in the "U. S.
2. When a white boy in a fight
News and World Reports," an independent weekly news magazine Kansas City, which Superintendent with a colored boy on the Durfee
grounds in Bepublished at Washington, a num- of Schools James A. Hazlett de- Junior High school
knocked down the colored
ber of reasons are given for teach- scribes as "the bad spot of the troll
boy, four other colored youths
ers being attacked and beaten, Kansas City school system," whole
him and kicked him
students fighting each other with classes are 'sometimes lined up jumped en
about the head and body. He was
knives, teen-age gangsters prowl- against the blackboard and searchtaken to a hospital in serious coning school corridors and grounds, ed like suspects in a police linedition.
often extorting money from other up when rumors of knife carrying
VIOLENCE IN CHICAGO
children at knife's point, and unare heard.
3. Outright violence is not widerest in the schools.
principal,
calls
the
Ray
Hailey,
spread in Chicago at this time.
Part of the picture as brought
"examinathese
-inspections"
or
But the student behavior problem
out by the editors of the magaIs getting worse. Fighting with
zine after a check with educators tions."
an" other officials in a number One girl at Central was slugged switchblade knives takes place
of cities to find out what was and her nose broken by a boy mostly in and around the predomistudent because she would not get nantly colored scheols in the
happening shows:
out of his way. She is white. The downtown areas.
LIKE POLICE LINE-UP
. At Central High school in boy is colored. Central High is 60 Teachers seldom are struck, al-

l/l

111

though they are frequently threat.
ened^ by both white and colored
students.
A real problem in Chicago is the
boys who no longer are in school
who hang around the school
grounds in gangs, extorting money
in "protection" rackets and generally making trouble.
4. Police and school officials
sense underlying tensions that
could become explosive in the Los
Angeles area although, at present
violence in the schools is no general problem.
FLOODING L. A.
Colored people are migrating to
Los Angeles County at the rate
of 1,700 a month. When the colored
enrollment in one junior high
school in southwest Los Angeles
Increased until it comprised nearly half the student body, violence
suddenly broke omit.
White and colored gangs formed

and almost every day there were
gang fights, assaults and disturbances. '
About 5,000 children in Los Angeles County belong to an estimated 150 gangs. In one recent
clash between gangs, a student
bystander was shot and killed.
Most of the reports of student
violence come from large cities in
the North, where populations are
mushrooming and where low-income families — both white and
colored — are crowded together.
TEACHER STABBED
5, In Elizabeth, N. J., early In
May, a physical-education teacher
was slabbed by a 12-year-old colored boy during class.
After the boy was held by the
juvenile court, the teacher's wife
received a number of telephone
calla. The callers threatened to
kill her and to blind the couple's
year-o1.1 daughter if the boy was

ing new city and state legisla- sory-education !awl in the Rath
not released.
The incidents relating to color- tion to make it easier to handle are causing a lot of our kids th
get into trouble."
ed students are only a minor part incorrigibles.
of the incidents reported in the ar- Other reasons assigned for the
California compels school attend.
ticle, There are a great many violence include:
ance until the child is 18 or grads.
more concerning white students.
1 "There is a general feeling ates from high school.
WhaClies caused these ugly situ- that the after-effects of World
3. The kansas City report cites
ations to_hrise in community after War II and the Korean War, along another cause for delinquency •-•
community?
with the military draft, have had overcrowding.
Superintendent Hazlett of the an upsetting effect on youngsters."
FACES FACTS
Kansas City schools says that in. INTERESTING VIEW
Immigration of low-incomo fand•
tegration of the schools, which 2. Ralph Wright, a member of
lies
into the cities of the North
came in 1955, is only partly to the California Youth Authority,
and West has aggravated the
blame.
would
pupils
who
the
says that
crowded conditions. There is someHe says it is true there is more not remain in school if it were times racial tension where neighextortion and knife carrying among not for the compulsory-attend- borhoods and schools are changcolored students, who comprise ance laws are responsible for 95 ing from white to colored.
about 22 per cent of the enroll- per cent of the disciplinary prob- The colored student is often sevment. But all 14 high schools are lems.
eral years behind his white classhaving trouble, and only half of
Stark, director of the mates in achievement level when
them have sizable colored enroll- California Youth Authority, adds: he moves into a new city. This
ments.
"When a youngster can no longer creates discord.
In any event, Mr. Flaziett now compete in his class, he should he One colored educator in Detroit.
Is clamping down hard on offend- honorably excused from school at
ers — issuing new orders and seek. the age of 16 or ova. Compul• (See "INTEGRATION'', Page 1)
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Little Rock 9

Seniors Honor Voice
Teacher At Hamilton

No Signs Of Violence
As Ernest Graduates

is well-liked by the
The 1958 Hamilton High school foolishness, but
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — There' ter of thanks to a lady in New
dedicated to the voice youngsters because they beliese
is
annual
gradu
a
him
sent
who
City
was not the slightest hint of vio- York
fair. She also believes
teacher at the school, Mrs. Lucille that she is
lence. here last week as Ernest L. ation present of $100," she explainthat there is a time for them t
Rhine Woods.
(Continued From Page I)
go'
things
theae
let
can
''One
ed.
Rock
Little
not min
Green, the first of the
When informed that she had have fun, and she does
Nine prepared to go into the sta- by, and eventually forget them."
a sense of
neighbor.
been selected for the honor. Mrs. showing that she has
to
school
High
Central
of
dium
MANY GIFTS
"After I took the children to a
Woods said, "I never suspected humor.
receive his diploma, but blueThe teacher has stirdied masic
that the seniors valued the type
friend's house, I rushed to the
When Ernest had finlahed his
city policemen were on
shifted
and her musical eduof teaching that I have tried to extensively,
school only to learn that the prin- hand to see that no incident mar- letter, he showed reporters and a
gained from such
do enough to honor me in that cation was
cipal had not been in his office red the graduation exercises held photographer the gifts that he had
schools as Lake Forest college,
y
received. Most of them, he said,
that morning. They finally took for the 602 seniors.
"I am grateful and humble, yet Lake Forest, Ill.; LaSalle college,
sent to him by people
me to Terry's classroom where I
Police on foot and on closed-In had been
MI colleges at
gotten
I feel," she said, "that it pays to Boston; Rust and
saw that he had net been involved motorcycles ringed
the area in Little Rock, and he had
practice what you teach, because Holly Spring, Mies.; and LeMovile
considerable number of $5 and
hi any kind of mishap."
around the school and the stadi- a
A. and 1,
Tennessee
you never know whose eyes arc college and
Vt ikon, editor and general
Award, along with the hosts,
Mrs. Roberts has a large box um, and near the entrance where 610 checks from people outside of
VIEWING FASIIIONS — Picuniversity in this state.
you."
upon
know.
not
did
he
whom
De•
manager of the Tri-State
and the children's sponsor.
at letters that have been mailed 16-year-old Ernest, dressed in cap the city
tured here viewing "Beautnik,"
Many eyes have been upon Mrs. She is a member of the Miss.
fender, an unidentified woman;
to Terry, some of them simply and gown, stood waiting with othPictured clockwise, from left,
Ile also displayed the school's
a fashion show presented in
since she entered the teach- Blvd. Christian church, and lives
Woods
and
Walls,
addressed, ''Terrence Roberts, er students to march inside. yearbook, and in it were a numCartelyou
Mrs.
are Mrs. Brown, mother of
the Terrace Casino of the
ing profession. At one time she with her husband. Warren, a reother
fashion
The
Bates.
and
Little Rock, Ark.
from
Daisy
Mrs.
Smith
Mr. and
Minnikan Brown;
Chief of Police Gene
ber of autographs
Morrison hotel in Chicago are
taught at the Grant school, but, tired postal wbrker, at 707 Edith
show was given by the Urban.
other plainclothes officers stood by graduates and some teachers conMrs. Oscar Eckford, Sr.; Mrs.
parents of some of the Little
GOOD FOR MORALE
she came to Hamilton the first aye,
the
for his accompfor
well.
funds
went
raise
sires
him
to
all
that
gratulating
see
Seng•
to
John Sengstacke; Mr.
Bock children who were in
year that it was opened. She has HEADED MUSIC FESTIVAL
"People have written so many
courage.
Urban
his
the
and
of
branch
lishments
Chicago
Deshootthe
of.
street
Mrs. Woods was selected as the
stacke, president
Standing across the
Chicago recently to receive
been the only voice instructor at
kind letters, and helped to keep
the
of
light
at
Year
League.
last
Alex
the
L.
his
in
on
Publications;
pictures
fender
first general chairman of the MenuCommenting
the Robert S. Abbott Meniorlal
the school,
up our morale. Two of the letters ing
According to those who know phis City School Music Festival,
In the box are from President day were about 20 photographers, school, Ernest said,'We had good
who had their cameras trained on days as well as bad days there.
Eisenhower."
her, Mrs. Woods greatest joy and has served in that capacity
Negro youngster who was Many of the students were very
comes as a result of being able more often than any other teach'
Mrs. Roberts said that the first the
shortly to rule out tradition by be- friendly. When we came to school
to help some underprivileged boy en in the city,
letter from the President was de.
some
for
coming the first Negro to receive after having stayed home
She is a member of the Zeta
or girl. Many of her students are
livered early one morning by an
the
academic stamp of approval time, many of them offered to'
now prospering in many lines of sorority, and is treasurer of
agent of the FBI, and was the the
Little
back
the
school,
on
up
High
catch
of Central
help us
Edith Ave. club. Mrs. Woods we.
endeavors.
response to a telegram nf appreRock, Ark.
work"
recently appointed Festival Chai
'STRICT TEACHER'
ciation which had been cent by the
schools
Mrs. Woods is considered a man for the senior high
SUMMER WORK
parents of the nine children after NO BOOS
"strict teacher," and tolerates no here.
the Federal trocps arrived in the
High
Central
since
I.ater that evening, at exactly
incidents
cial
This Summer Ernest and Ter-,
which
LITT'LE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI) — A hearing
City to assist in the integration.
9:08 p.m., one reporter noted, rence Roberts plan to work in
was integrated by federal troops
I Asked about her son's grades, Ernest went forward and received New York City where the Restau- could result in suspension of integration at Little Rock Sept. 25.
a
done
"He's
said,
letMrs. Roberts
•••
"I am making him write a
rant Workers Union No. e has Central High school and other schools here until January
lot better this second semester He his diploma in his alphabetical promised to find them ern,
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — (UPI) —
Tuesday.
got 2 B's and 2 A's, and consider. rank. There were no boos or any ployment. The organization gave of 1961 opened
Dr, Virgil Rogers, dean of the
Mg what he has had to go through, special applause given for him.
The Little Rock school board was to present its Syracuse
the nine Negro students who enUniversity school of edThe world champion Negro base- Johnson, Baltimore Orioles, up to
Earlier in the day, this reporter tered Central High school awards reasons for asking federal district
I think that is quite well.
was scheduled to fly to ball team, Indianapolis Clowns the big leave.
they ucation,
to
witnesses
home
student's
many
how
know
the
at
year.
called
the
in
its
earlier
in
delay
three-year
a
for
court
GETTING ADJUSTED
Little Rock, Ark., Tuesday to as- will play the Los Angeles Hawks
Organized 29 seasons ago, the
find him "doing an assignment"
might call until the board gave Its sist in a court action against segErnest said that he would enter gradual school integration plan.
'He made straight A's at Horin Russwood Park on Friday Clowns have performed in every
of his mother, Mrs. either Michigan State or Southern
orders
under
case.
will
witnesses
there
regation.
Approximately 15
ace Mann high school, but
night, June 6, and the game will major and minor league baseball
L. S. Green, who is a first grade Illinois university in the Fall and present a "cross-section" of the
When the school Imard filed the
Is a different trend of teaching at
Caro- start at 8:00 p.m. But those who park in the country, and in many
South
of
native
a
Rogers,
ElemenStephens
the
at
teacher
study pre-law. although he is still persons involved, according to one petition for the delay Feb. 20, it lina, was invited as a "friendly do not wish to miss the funmak- in Canada and Cuba.
Central High school, and he will tary school and a widow.
not sure what he will eventually school official.
contended "a normal educational witness" by Thurgood Marshall, ing always provided by the Clowns
Amolig the players to be feahave to get adjusted to it."
do.
Showing a reporter Central High
will be at" the park before 7:30 tured in the game on Friday eveof Hope, program cannot be provided in the of the NAACP.
Lemley,
J.
Harry
Judge
"I seem to do my best work In Ark., will hear the case.
ning are King Tut, the clown
School's year book for 1958, she
midst of the turmoil, tension and
The Little Rock school district P.m.
government, history. and English.
said, "Look at this. 'This is just
animosity which now prevails" has filed a petition to set aside the
The Clowns have won the Negro prince of baseball;'Midget Bebop.
WITNESSES
defor
and for that reason I have
like one that would be used
baseball championship for nine the smallest man in baseball; and
Wiley Branton, of Pine Bluff, It asked that integration he de- present system of desegregation.
cided to start out with pre-law,"
a college, but they have never
sent such play- Nature "Gorgeous" Williams, who
first to integrate seasons, and have
in 1961 or
the
was
until
atmid-term
said
layed
Rogers
attorney,
Negro
a
Ark.,
at
Negro
this
the
like
said.
he
had one
with the plays outfield in a grass skirt. Mr.
any time the judge might see fit. schools in Battle Creek, Mich., ers as Hank Aaron, now
children
Negro
the
for
torneys
athigh school. And here is a handstudents
None of the Negro
Milwaukee Braves, and Connie Williams has blasted 14 home runs
1)
From
(Continued
Page
The board recently added that where he was school superintenbook tnat they give to every stuso far this year.
tended his graduation exercises, who started the original suit to indent when he enters Central High and jails, but the jail which I was but most of them gathered at the tegrate Feb. 8, 1956, wouid not 87 students were involved in ra- dent.
According to Matty Brescia, the
school. They have so many things kept was the worst that I have home of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates
promoter, gate prizes will be gi
at that school, some that children ever seen. There was no bed, nor later in the evening. Ernest seemen away, and will include 100 p
attending our schools have never, were there any bedclothing for the ed happy, and danced with sevof hosiery and, two bags .
heard of."
eral girls as the others just stood
groceries.
inmates
and talked.
FOREIGN REPORTERS
The minister said that he had around
Nat D. Williams, WDIA dric
jockey, will serve as master -9f
Mrs. Roberts' daughter, Juen- been to Little Rock to get his sick
By EDGAR T. STEWART
PATRIOTS
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Rep. ceremonies during the program.eta Dale, was graduated at the top brother, Warren Evans, jr., so that
•
•
Crispus Charles 0. Porter (D.-Ore.) says
of the 1957 class at Horace Mann he could he treated for his ailment
This week I have assembled a It was a Negro youth,
in the unsolved disappearance of
High school last year with an A in New York, and was on his way
list of notable American Negroes Attucks, who was first to die
average, and attended Oakwood back when highway patrolmen arwho by their accomplishments the war for American independ• Prof. Jesus Be Galindez two
college in Huntsville, Ala., as a rested him for "going 65 miles an
would rank among the highest ence. A Negro girl, Pheobe Fraun- years ago may be taken up by a
having saved Senate subcommitte when it opens
pre-nursing student this year. She hour in a 45 mile zone."
in any land. It is not by any ces, is credited with
also.
there
Was and A student
(Continued From Page I)
ARRESTED TWICE
hearings soon on U. S. policies
means complete, but it is meant to the life of Geo-rge Washington.
The story is told that a British in Latin America.
There have been many report- Ile said that he and his brotheriAndersonTo
show that one's race does not preof a committee of nine
appointment
was
Hickey
of
name
the
De Galindez, a 40-year-old Basers to come to the Roberts home were carried back to West Memvent him from leaving enduring spy by
sent to kill Washington, who was a que exile and former, Columbia to report within a year on "what
this year. One, Mrs. Roberts said, phis, and that he was required to
footprints on the sands of time.
.
do to pro,
regular customer at the tavern run University professor, was an out- Southern Baptists can
came from Spain, and it was noth- put up $21 bond. While in the staSome notable Negroes were and
by Phoebe's father. Hickey gave spoken critic of Dominican Dicta- mote peace and good will in the
ing to get a Icrig distance call tion, Rev. Evans said, the pair who
are:
Carver,
George
Washington
some poisoned peas to Phoebe, and tor Rafael L. Trujillo. He disan- world."
from a newspaper in Canada.
had arrested him left.
one of the world's greatest agriThe resolution was adopted.
It was a hectic year for the The same officers, he said, artold her to feed them to Washing- appeared March 12, 1956.
genius
al
.
itur
whose
n
nniy
chemists,
cu
to
Mr. Hays made internationW4,
WASHINGTON — Actordina
parents, but none of them regrets rested him and his brother about a
Porter said the report, financed
ton.
from
the
cotton-ecoa
South
freed
to
circulating
reports
headlines last year by serving as .k
that they sent their children.
half hour later, and when he asked unconfirmed
She Is said to have warned by Trujillo and prepared by New
inAnderson,
Marian
y
York lawyer Morris L. Ernst, was an intermediary between Preside
them what the charge would be, the capital,
Alain Lock, a remarkable schol- Washington, and the peas were
famous concert singand Arkansas Gove
the officers said that it was for dis- ternationally
tossed out in the yard for chickens, written "from a very biased point Eisenhower
to be named to the United SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIP — Miss ar.
is
er,
Hickey of view" and was a "hodge podge nor Faubus during the Little Rock
died.
and
them
ate
who
orderly conduct.
Daniel Hale Williams, the first
States delegation to the United Florine Teal, joint art instructor
crisis.
hanged.
of supposition."
"Instead of taking us to jail imdoctor to operate successfully on was arrested and
Nations veily shortly.
university and Benedict the human heart.
Allen
at
mediately," he said, "the officers
Miss Anderson recently completart teachers
took us to a Heak's service station
Charles Drew, who was instrued a very successful tour of Asia college. Is one of four
(Continued From Page 1) *
on Highway 61. They and three anti the near East under the spon- to receive a full tuition and board mental in developing a method for
in the back
William C. Loving, jr., his this other men disappeared
sorship of the State Department. special scholarship from the preserving blood plasma, thus
of the building, and remained there . Iler tour which is credited with
to say about the situation:
company for making the blood bank possible.
American C'ra
45 m inutes."
having created extensive good will
"You find both colored and white!
design and SCIENTISTS
study
to
weeks
eight
CHANCE TO ESCAPE
for the United States, was filmed
teachers trying to ignore this probTheodore Lawless, one of the
Rev. Evans said that he did not and recently televised here nation- silk screen printing this summer
lem, saying it doesn't exist. It is
kept them ally.
at Colorado State university, miss country's foremost skin specialists.
a problem. It's there, and they've know why the officers
William A. Hinton, who discovera long period, but
Miss Anderson who is private Teal has won numerous awards
got to find a way to deal with there for such
ed the test for diagnosing syphilis.
he believed that they wanted him life is the wife of Orpheus H.
it.
and other art
paintings
her
for
Percy Julian, who developed a
to attempt to escape so that more Fisher, an architect, is one of the
"'You knew, one trouble Is that.
drastic action couid be directed world's best known concert art- work and her "Skater" painting formula km making synthetic
If the colored child is a poor stu- / against him.
ists and has appeared on evesy, was featured in Seventeen maga• male hormones from soy beans.
Thousands Of Yards
dent, there is a tendency to let
Benjamin Banneker made the
"After arriving at the jail they important concert stage in the tine in December 1350.
him get away with anything.
Received For This Sale
surhelped
Bahbuny.
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America,
in
home
clock
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bond,
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make
world.
me
let
to
refused
When he misbehaves, they say,
vey and plan the city of Washingtold Conn.
"He's just a Negro. He's hope- call anyone. A deputy sheriff
New Phone Ruse
She is a native of Philadelphia
an
ton, D. C., and made an almanac
less. Let him do what he wants me that he was going to make
(UPI)
—
—
Okla.
ARDMORE,
a
of
that was' widely used for 11 years.
example out of us, so that North- and has been the recipient
and don't bother with him."
teen-age boys were under
Paul Williams, one of the counern Negroes would know how to number of awards and honorary Three
giving try's first architects.
for...allegedly
arrest
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Rev. Evans said that he tried to Liberia, currently is the sole Neg45" Rayon And Acetate
Bert Williams, Bill Robinson, an od. Finest cottons
to the posited into a phone, instead of
talk to the official, but that he told ro in the U. S. delegation
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paper,
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As a result of the economic set- the 1958 station wagon as bond,
by other fields of endeavor,
two doubles, and a single.
back which they had suffered, the When they appeared in court on phis Trojans 7 to 4 last Friday walks,
in the -top of the ATHLETES
Trojans,
fans.
The
500
of
crowd
a
before
night
had
they
that
said
publishers
Monday afternoon before Justice
Jesse Owens, Jack Johnson, and'
learned "the hard way, that any of the Peace Sherman Bethnick, In the first inning the Trojans fourth, scored one run when Eda Henry Armstrong, the latter held
time you crusade for rights in he said that he heard no mention l went ahead with three unearned die White, a right fielder, and
star at Father three world championships at the
the south, you not only arouse the of a disorderly conduct charge. In- runs on two errors and one dou- former football
a home same time.
enmity of Southern whites, but you stead, he said. the charge had been ble to right field by second sack- Bertrand High, blasted
Sugar Ray Robinson, who re•
become very unpopular with cer- switched to attempted bribery, de- er Lloyd Taylor. In the second run. deep. in center field.
The one run waandt enough gained the same crown four times,
tain elements of Negroes who do spite the fact that they had been frame neither team scored, bet
in the top of the third Humko however, and the Warriors went Joe Louis, and Floyd Patterson,'
not want to be disturbed."
released on bond on the other tallied four runs
on to pick up three more runs, in athletics.
• Men's Printed Boxer
charge,
Limit One
The Trojans, however, tallied though they didn't need them, to Jan Matzeliger, who invented the
and Gripper Shorts
The minister said that he and his one run in the bottom of the win the game.
machine for sewing soles on shoes I
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Open Hearing On Future
Little Rock School Policy

Clowns And Hawks Will
Play Here Friday Night

Minister

Negroes Help To Make
America A Great Nation

Expect Senate
To Take Up
Galindez Case

int.Marian

Ask Whites

et UN Job

Integration

USE OUR
LAY-AWAY
PLAN
50c
WILL HOLD

SILVER'S
47 So. Main St.

SALE!

• Combed Woven
Cottons and
Ginghams, Fancy
Combed Chambrays

Bates Victims

YARD
GOODS

SALE - DRAPERY

USE OUR
LAY-AWAY
PLAN
50c
WILL HOLD

SALE!
ALL ONE
PRICE

3 Yds.

Humko Defeats Trojans;
Warriors Down Chicks

Nylon Hose
Sale!

• Stretched
• Full Fashion
• Fancy Heel

Printed Cretonnes
Washfast Colors
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Walt Disney
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Snow White • BOYS'and GIRLS' 20"-26.66
and the Seven Dwarfs
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c
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;
ENGLISH - 34.44 • Men's PAJAMAS
• DISH TOWELS
;.e998. now 147
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SALE ENDS SATURDAY
NOW
OPEN MONDAY AND THURSDAY 'TIL '9 P.M.
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9 straight years....
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KROGE:R'S SAFE DRIVERS—
A Safety .Award banquet was
given last Saturday ev.oine
at Curries Club Tropicana for
Kroger truck drivers and their
wives, and pins werc given
to the men for driving a certain number of years withotit
being involved in an accident.

the Zeta
✓ uf the
oods wa
at Choi
Is schools

fill
ght

accident. The men pictured
here have safedriving records
ranging from one to Is years.
Seated on first row trout left
are Gilbeit Jones, Lawrence
Wilkes, Van Hill, W. Phelps,
James Fuller, Joe Blake, and
Tommie Harhan. On second
row, same order are Willie

Washington Faulkner has been
driving for the past 19 years
for the company and has
not been involved in a mishap. Two drivers, Ernest
Johnson and James Eul-ler,
10
and
have driven 11
years respectively tor the coinPliny, and neither has had an

Conference Calls For All
Out Attack On Abortions
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NEW YORK — Illegal abortion ; out prejudice or prudery" as was
to make pos
In the United States is a "disease On venereal disease,
sible application of medieal and
wommany
of society" affecting
publIc health controls.
en, possibly as many as 1,200,000
These major conclusions are of"problem
a
presents
It
year.
a
in epidemiology as real and a, fered by 38 of the country's foreurgent. as did venereal diseas, most experts who participated in
a recent conference on abortion.
three decades a -40.solution will remiire the Sam which was sponsored by the PlanFederation of
ot "frontal assault . . . witti- ....

escia,_the
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master -of
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America.
The conference report "Abortion in the United States, is oeing
published this week by Paul B.
Hoeber, Inc.. medical book department of Harper and Brothers.
3-DAY SESSION
The three-day conferem e examined both legal and illegal aspects of the abortion problem.

Data on illegal abortions was
presented by the late Dr. Alfred
Kinsey and evaluated by a committee of statistical specialists.
From this candid discussion
these facts emerged:
1. The number of illegal abortions performed in the U. S
could be as low as 200,000 a year
or as high as 1,200,000, depending
on how the figures in available
studies are projected.
2. The number of therapeutic
(legal) abortions is minute compared to the total.
3. Most abortions are performed on married women.
4. Legal operations are authorized more frequently for private

FOOD
FREEZER

ge 1)

hospital patients than for the ticipants declared.
low-income women who are pa- "To keep on the hooks, unchaltients either in city hospitals or lenged, laws that do not receive
hospital wards.
public sanction and observance
is of questionable service to our
PSYCHIATRIC
5. Psychiatric grounds have society . . . The abortion probbeen increasing as indications lem most become the catidid confor therapeutic operations, while cern of physicians, sociologists
physical indications have been educators, religious leaders, lawyers, legislators, demographers
declining.
6. Practices concerning the ap- and other responsible citizens."
proval of therapeutic abortions The conference recommended
I ary from city to city and even the establishment of consultation
from hospital to hospital. Most centers for women seeking abordoctors are in a quandary as to tions, modeled after thosc now
when an operation is permitted by existing in Scandinavian claimtries, which would help women
law and when not.
"Present laws and TEM CS have to realize that abortion may not
not served to control the prac- be the best solution to their probtice of illegal abortion," the par- lems.
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Baby Furniture - House items
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We Arc Y,at To Sell More FURNITURE
And APPLIANCES than any other dealer
in Memphis.

WORLD

Negro Champions
Indianapolis Clowns

MASTER TV

2767 KIMBALL at LAMAR — Open 'Til 9 P.M. — Phone TA 7-12 IS

GENERAL ELECTRIC A.C,
SPE CIA L!--PACKAGE DEAL
While Wiring Costs Are Low!
Here's What You Get
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• 1958 G-E Air Conditioner • Normal Installation
• 1 YEAR SERVICE
• Normal 220 Wiring
$25 Down - 12 Mo.
• Full 1 H. P.
Let us do the complete job-to your complete satisfaction
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LOYAL LEMOYNE ALUMNI
— A program was held for the
alumni of LeMoyne college last
Saturday evening in i:ruce
hall, and featured graduates of
the school. Pictured here after
the program are members of
the reunion classes. Seated
from left are Clifton Mosely,
Speight, Mrs.
Miss Marian
Althea Price, wife of the pees'.
dent; Dr. Hollis E. Price,
Lelloyne's president; Mrs.
Susie Hightower, and William
Washington. Standing, same
order, are George D. Clark,

NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) —
White and Negro passengers continued voluntary segregation on the
city's newly integrated public
transit system. No incidents were
reported during the Monday rush
hours.
The city's ending of segregation harriers on buses and trolleys
went into effect for the first time
Saturday by federal court order,
hut officials were awaiting Monday's rush hours for the real test.
One unconfirmed report said a
large cross had been burned in a
city intersection late last night.
But city police and fire officials
said they knew nothing about it.
The traditional segregation seating pattern continued Saturday on
the buses and trolleys, but traffic
for the most part was light because of the Memorial Day holiday
and the weekend.

Slack

47

AIR CONDITIONERS CLEANED AND SERVICED
FOR ONLY $4.00
We vacuum clean, oil, check and replace filters where
needed. Just come in and give us your name, address
and the make and model number of your unit.

II

MASTER TV APPLIANCES & FURNITURE
2767 Kimball - Open 'Til 9 - FA 7-4248

CLOWNS
NATURE
BOY

-PLUS-

Mrs. Jeanette Carr, Arthur
Peyton, Mrs. Rita Porter
Stnith, Mrs. Annie Mae Arm-

strong, Theodore R. McLemore,
Mrs. Eldora Amos, and Leroy
Van Johnson.

DOOR PRIZES — 100 PAIR HOSIERY
Grocery Baskets From ROBERSON'S
FUN STARTS - 7:30 P.M.
1

THIS COURTEOUS and efficient staff of Taylor
Shell Station, of 338 South Third and N'ance extends
a hearty welcome to you to come in during the

Grand opening of the new business. Ilobert 1.. Hobson (insert) shown at bottom right, the manager of
the station, assures you of first-class service

Friday and Saturday, June 6th & 7th

• • • FREE • • •

FREE AUTO WASH OR SHELLUBRICATION
With Purchase of 5 Gallons of Gas
FREE ICE CREAM
FREE HYDR-AIR CRANK CASE CLEANER
50 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With Any Purchase and This Cir. Ad
FREE - REGISTER FOR 4 FIRESTONE TIRES
REGISTER FOR MANY OTHER VALUABLE ITEMS
TUNE IN TO WLOK - 1480 - FOR DETAILS

Ms .06 4•1•••

"WE SERVICE EVERYTHING WE SELL"

INDIAN APO UT

La. Continues
Voluntary Bias

:E

Solid
•

LOS ANGELES
HAWKS

RUSSWOOD PARK
FRIDAY NIGHT — 8:00 P.M.

MODEL 1911L-111R

FURNITURE MART
& APPLIANCES

THE MILDER BOURBON
Ilentusky Straight Boutbon Whtsker - 6 Yrs 014)
90 Now • cAnctent Age Out Cu , Fianktorl. Ky•1

FIRST TIME IN YEARS!

NO DOWN PAYMENT
With Trade
24 Months To Pay

Yd.

MAS

mixed up tocether.
Newest of the summer color combinations is brown and black
touched with white. They've even
got shoes in this three-color comNEW YORK — the drak "city bination to go with dresses using
look" is going to be stylish in sum- the same colors,
mer cottons again this year, but in
new tones,of darkness.
Last year everything was "charcoal—charcoal black, charcoal
gray, charcoal brown.
Now it's clear black and brown—
IF YOU
CAN
A second proposal is that conFIND A
!receptive advice shield he freely
BETTER
as ailable to all women who want
BOURBON
it, regardless of social or econom. BUY IT!
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given to the more than 29,000
members it the Armed For.
Ces who gave their lives in the
fight for freedom.
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Old Merchandise,
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No. 27 of the Anierican Legion,
and Rev. C. J. Gaston, assistent pastor of St. Peter's
Baptist church gave the prinwas
cipal address, Tribute

MEMORIAL DAY SERVICES
were conducted at the Memphis National cemetery last
week by Russell Autress Post

HIGHEST TRADES IN TOWN!

•••c,

AY

Morris, James Rooks, Frank
Scott, Earnest Johnson, Wash.
Melon Faulkner, E. Colman,
and Willie Moore. Standing in
rear, same ordei. are Elijah
Thomas, R. Jenkins, Ed Nichols, D. L. Madison, S. Brownlee, Luke White, and James
White.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass — (UPI) —
Smithonian astrophysical observatory officials said\ yesterday that
Explorer III, the Army satellite
launched March 26, may disintegrate in the earth's atmosphere
late this month.
Officials said the satellite is
speeding up, a sign that its trips
around the earth are becoming
shorter. The "moon" now circles
the globe in 101 minutes and loses
about 15 additional seconds daily.
An astrophysicist said that when
the period reaches 88 minutes the
Explorer will disintegrate. The satellite's apogee of some 1.700 miles
at launching has dropped to about
half that much while the perigee,
or lowest point to the earth, has
been reduced from 120 to 110 mile..
The scientists added that Russia's third satellite, the hugh Sputnik III. would probably meet its
end during November.
The Smithonian also announced
that scientists around the world
now can photographically track
artificial satellites with three-ton
cameras. A global network of these
devices was completed last week
with the delivery of the last one
to Hawaii.
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TOP DISC JOCKEY — Chester
McDowell, better known to the
WOK radio listening audience as
"flunky Dory," was voted the winner in Ott "Your Favorite Dime
Jockey' contest sponsored Ly the
Counts Social club. The popular
announcer has been with the station since 1956.

TAYLOR SHELL SERVICE
338 South 3rd and Vance
Phone JA 7-7937
FREE ROAD SERVICE Within Vi Mile of Station

TERRENCE ROBERTS

AMBULANCE DRIVER J. D. Allison comforts Ricky Lee Brooms, 8, who
sits patiently awaiting a doctor to help free a bicycle pedal shaft from
is leg. After taking a fall. Ricky was pinned to his hike for 35 minutes
ts
iir
im free. United Press
411 a doctor aided by police and firemen
nternational
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in the Constitution Room of the Morrison hotel. This
event marks the students' first visit to Chicago. Honored with them will be their sponsor, Mrs. Daisy Bates.
president of the Arkansas chapter, NAACP. Seven of

GLORIA RAY

Take Your Time, Fellows

THE NINE LITTLE ROCK students whose heroic stand
for integration became the center of 1957s lop news
story will be cited at the Robert S. Abbott 12th annual
memorial award presentation dinner Thursday, May 29,

JEFFERSON THOMAS
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r •
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441(

CARLOTTA WALLS

Little Rock school and is now a student at New Lincoln
high school, a private interracial institution in New
York City. The memorial dinner is an annual tribute
to the founder of the Chicago Defender.

ERNEST GREEN

I

A LONE MAN stands amid a storm of words in this unusual time exposure taken after a political rally in Rome. The square was littered
put in last minute bids
valets following the rally as eampaig
United Pre.sb International Tele

Has The Last Word

THE 56-FOOT Al Samama, one of the largest fiber-glass boats to be
built in England, is swung aboard the S.S. Manipur for the journey from
London docks. Powered by two Rolls-Royce. sk•cylinder diesels, she
reached a speed of 21 ,/2 knots on her trials though her normal speed
is 16 knots.

56 Feet Of Fiber-Glass

the students shown in these photos still attend Little
Rock Central high school. The two exceptions are Ernest Green, who was graduated from Central high today, and Minnie Jean Brown, who was expelled from the

MELBA PATTILLO

Little Rock Nine In Abbott Spotlight

IN SPRINGFIELD, Illinois.
Capitol building is an impressive sight at sight with
new installation of floodlighting behind the imposing
columns on north and east
sides of the building. The
dome was fIllpighted
1955.

ummo

•
Illinois
Capitol
At Night

TREE TRUNK in Washington Park seems to appeal to
Chicago's Grace Pender as
she revels in warm breezes
and May sunshine. A clerk.
Grace wants to become a dancer and she doesn't mind leaving the Windy City to make
her dream come true. Pert
miss weighs 105 pounds and
measures 34-21-36. Defender
photo

Has
Trunk,
Will
Travel

ELIZABETH ECKFORD

TOW

lime,

Pellows

MICHAEL R1UNNELS, 4, of
5167 Ingleside ave., and Great
Dane named Klipper publicize
Chicago Child Care Society's
annual "Triple C" Children's
Fun Fair scheduled Saturday.
June 7, at Jackman Field,
59th st., and Kenwood ave.
Features will include pony
rides, a carousel, old-time
fire engines, miniature train,
puppet show, magician,
game and stunts. Michael attends the society's Hyde
Park dap nursery.

Fair
For
Mike
And
Klipper

ALL SET FOR THEIR "Manhattan Holiday" skating
revue are children of St. Anselm's Parochial school,
shown here during dress rehearsal for colorful event.
Revue, scheduled Thursday. Friday and Saturday nights,
May 29-30-31, 8 p. m., at St. Anselnes Recreation center,
61st St., and Indiana ave., will spotlight children from
1st through 8th grade in a variety of skating produc-

Irons. Featured also will be outstanding professional
stars. In photo are (front) Felicia Smith, Gregory
Guest, Carolyn Cyriaque, Velma Johnson. Rear: William
Jackson, Hamelle Kothschild, Cary Williams, Patricia
Lawson, Ronald Williams and Linda Neeley. Defender
photo

They're A Bunch Of Good Skates

AMBULANCE DRIVER J. D. Allison comforts Ricky Lee Brooms, S, who
sits patiently awaiting a doctor to help free a bicycle pedal shaft from
oius leg. After taking a fall, Ricky was pinned to his hike for 35 minutes
im free. United Press
til a doctor aided by police and firemen
nternational
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"ROUGH," the lion, found
t h e situation frustrating
when he slid into a moat surrounding a sew section of
Atlanta's Grant Park zoo.
Picture shows him being persuaded by a stream of water
from a fire hose. He finally
made it after several attempts. UPI Telephoto

Things Are
'Rough'
All Over

A PLAINCLOTHES policeman (right) is about to arrest a Jewish demonstrator during incidents involving Koine's Jewish community a nd
neo-Fascists. Demonstrations started after the Rome synagogue was
found defaced by unknown persons who wrote on the shrine walls: "Convert If Yor Want To Live la Peace." UPI Telophoto

As The Romans Do

at.

MRS. ROSE POWERS, 46, sobs following the discovery
by her husband of a party mummified baby in their
Texarkana, Texas, home. Baby was in a remarkable
state of preservation. Mrs. rimers admitted she had
kept the baby in an army-type footlocker for 11 yearn
because,"I just couldn't get rid of it." UPI Telephoto
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A LONE MAN stands amid a storm of words in this unusual time exposure taken after a political rally in Rome. The square was littered
put is last minute bids
wieaf1ets following the rally as eampaig
United Prvo International Telenh
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pressive sight at night with
new installation of floodlighting behind the imposing
columns on north and east
sides of the building. T h e
dome was f1ighted is
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CHECK IS PRESENTED
two Wabash YMCA campers
by Charles E. Hart, business
manager of Southern university alumni Sssociation,
while Latrice Coleman, assiss
tant business manager,
hon. Willard Douglas and
ard Johnson accept the contribution as Camp Director
Othello R. Ellis expresses the
'Y's appreciation. Funds were
raised at an alumni association style revue and cocktail party. Another portion
will go for scholarships.
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Dear lime. Chante: 1 learned receive correspondence from dc
hat you have helped many lonely cent American pen pals. I am a
4irls I am interested in getting young man — 27 years old. Please
married — longing to be w ith let me hear from some one soon.
someone. Will give all particulars G. Whitler, 23 Mascotte Rd., Putwhen answering replies. Susie Ka- ney S. W., 15, London, England.
•• •
aymo, 20 Little Kenroad, Maxfield Ave.. Wittfield Town, P. 0., Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely widow of 37, weighing 189
Kingston, Jamaica, BWI.
•••
lbs.. 5 feet, 6 inches tall. I am a
Dear pine. Chante: II a v i ng Christian, have a good education,
letters
read your column for quite some- interested in exchanging
time, I have finally made up my with men between 40 and 70 who
do
mind to write and ask for your are interested in marriage. I
help in obtaining pen pals. I would not smoke or drink. I am confilike to be able to hear from all dent that if I meet a titan with
those who are patients in hospitals, ability and will power to encourwill
convalescing homes or any kind age a woman of my type he
of institution where they are un- never regret it. I am very kind
Lee Maable to be out. Race, creed or age and understanding. Birdie
Millinston,
doesn't matter, Maybe I Tight be bry, General Delivery,
able to help cheer someone up Tenn.,
•.•
just a little and again they might
I would like
help me feel a little less useless Dear Mme. (•hante:
your club
in this world. I am not looking for to become a member of
in
a husband — just friends. I shall for I am very much interested
am 23 years
answer all letters promptly. All American pen pals. I
reply.
particulars about myself will be old. Looking for an early
i Woodrow
answered on receiving the first let• Blanche Pickersgill 71,
Kingston
ters. Claudia Matthews, 3864 Lake St., Jones Town, P. 0.
Park, 2nd floor, Chicago 15, III. 12, Jamaica, BWI.
•
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man, 29 years of age and
looking for a good companion. I
am 5 feet, 9 inches tall, 150 lbs.
I have dark brown skin and considered good looking. I work as
a janitoL but I arn saving my
money to enter a business which
I hope will be soon. I am interested in marriage to the right person if she will work with me. I
convertible
He'll need all his energy for the have a 1958 Ford
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
peak of his campaign for re-elec• and I like to visit the beaches and
lion as well as coolheadedness. dances. Will exchange photos. ThoWASHINGTON — Not so long
This week, 25,900 letters went mas Jones, 841 E. 63rd St., CO For many decades now we of adventurers and slave traders
to. an Ohio congressman got all
out to the voters in his district, Mr. DeCosta, Chicago, III,
look up after a group of his
American Negroes have thought from Europe.
•• •
asking for volunteers and finalsI have been asked repeatedly
dy constituents from his home
we are the vanguard of the Negro what role would the American Newould
cial contributions to his cam- Dear Mme. Chante: I
strict who had come to the Capithe
of
front
in
out
.far
.
race.
that
member
reason
may
paign. One
be really like to become a
gro play in winning a place in
il for a visit went to the Russian
behind the fury of the anti-Powell of your club. I am 24, 5 feet, 5 other persons of African descent. the sun for Africa. To this quesnbassy and got so charmed by
s,
e
y
Graham
Rep.
e
that
is
beating
brown
1 have answered that t s e
drive
dark
tion
Barinches tall,
wiet Ambassador Mikhail MenWhile Africans were still
den (0. N.C.) chairman of the weigh 128 lbs., with dark com,lex• tom toms, we were converting the American Negro takes particular
iikov that the worried solon
pride in the fast moving progress
House Labor and Education Com- ion. Will correspond v..th peranted to know how he could "uncomplicated beat into the synco- of his African cousins.
mittee has asked and gotten pow- sons of all ages, Linda Powell, 2A
•ainwash" his cooing voters.
d
n
a
ragtime
I have said that despite our de•
erful pressure to remove Adam Pretoria Rd., Kingston 13, Jamai- pated rhythms of
Last week, Madame Menshikov,
modern jazz. And while they were sire to help, we have not known
from his threat as ranking mem- ea, BWI.
e Ambassador's wife, proved
ailing
from
•••
just what it is we can do.
expelling evil spirits
her in seniority on the committee
runner•up to her husband in
•
and eligible to succeed Barden, Dear Mme. Chantet I am Inter- bodies, we were originating heart I have also reminded them that
spensing captivating grace. At
byof
scores
making
and Barden is reported to be a ested in meeting a woman who surgery and
the Pan - African movements of
party at the Embassy on 16th
potasick man,
which Africans are so proud, were
wants comfort, companionship products from peanuts and
.. for the visiting Soviet Minis• ••
founded and kept alive largely by
and all of the attributes of a hap- toes.
✓ of Finance, the hostess amazin
mark
our
making
were
We
American Negroes, particularly
Switching from tradition, t h • py marriage — age or color does
I some of her guests with her
while
4 inches modern science and industry
Dr. W. E. B. DuBois. I have
,mmand of English.
Capital Press Club for the first not matter. I am 5. feet,
still bewas
brother
African
the
worka
told them also that it was Ameri160 lbs., brownskin,
o
w
t
with
animatedly
Chatting
and its gad- can Negroes who nursed and fitime in its 14-year history elected !all'
ing man, broadminded and under- wildered by its power
egro guests. she revealed that
a woman as president.
nanced the greatest Pan - Africanstanding. If you have children, it's gets.
te has been taking English lesist of them • all, Marcus Garvey.
retiring alright — I love children, I'm sin- TWO VITAL NEEDS
Named to succeed
ns. She said she first learned
are
mass of Africans
Sherman Briscoe was Fannye gle. free to marry and will an- Though the
'ammatical English as a school
behind the mass of black
to
Simeon swer all letters. Send photo along still far
Granton, assistant
rl in Russia.
income, wealth,
Booker of the Washington Bureau with reply. I'm not curiosity seek- Americans in
.EXT BOOK ENGLISH
education, health, anal general so
your
in
sincerity
ask
and
only
ing
The
the
Publications.
of
Johnson
Later when she first came to
the Africans h as e
ladies got another nod when they reply. Though I ani single and phistication,
e States with her husband sevtwo vital things we need badly.
redecent,
a
live
clean,
I
alone,
sex
the
of
weaker
one
selected
al years ago, she began haltingThe Africans have a sense of
to preside as toastmistress for the spectable life. I'm not seeking a
achieveto use some of her textbook
who destiny, of inescapable
woman
a
just
girl,
glamour
NORMAL, Ala. — The U. S. De11.9at
Willard
the
dinner
annual
ace be[rases, but never got to really
man. All ment and glory while we
a
kind-hearted
seeks
Defense has conferred
tel.
even
gnawing cyn- partment of
•actice it. Now, she has
and professional at U d le s.
a
by
smothered
and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar NelREV. WENDELL C. Somering
do so. I will
the "Department of Defense ReThis columnist was picked to do who care to reply,
eked up some American idiorqs. ville. executive secretary of
They are members of the senicism.
son of India. Both Messrs. ApTee Wadds,
serve Award" on the Alabama
the job, and her comment was answer all letters.
ior medical class at Howard
All the time she talks, she has
625ls Greenwood Avenue, c-o They are reaching for a mas- AdiM college as an expression of
the Lott Carey Baptist For.
°pito and Nelson have receivgender
the
of
female
or
hand
the
"Members
clasping
through
gesture of
university. After their internappreciation for the college's coopChicago 37, III. sive all embracing unity
eigh Mission Convention, dised scholarship assistance frorn
arise. You have nothing to lose Prince Thomas,
ship in the U. S. they will re•m of her listener. Said one of
* ••
ich to express a new idea of eration in Reserve activities.
Mes•
of
program
future
cusses
Convention
I.ott
Carey
the
sacks!"
got
your
"She's
their
festurn
but
to
afterwards.
as
countries
guests
we
e
The award was made official in
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like African personality, while
during their undergraduate
• ••
ors. Titus Apoeso of Nigeria
medical missionaries.
behind t h e a letter from Secretary of Delot more on the ball and more
to correspond with a young at- ter in our insularity
States.
affair
e than some of these stiff amyear's
this
Honored at
fense Neil 'McElroy to President
tractive lady who is a singer or borders of the United
issadors' wives I've come in con- and Lenin dominating the foyer. purchased in the U. S., but anoth• youngsters.
were President Eisenhower (E. dancer. She must he very seriExcepting the Union of South J. F. Drake of the college.
conthe
over
ct with."
the
Accepted
all
as
cupsaid
er
if
smilingly
glass
Morrow)
ease
a
one
to
Atricans
corner,
Frederick
Presenting the separately-framOver in the
Chapin who is the new assistous and seeking the better things Africa,
Coming up the red velveted car- board contains some fine China t dings, -We tried making whisaward; Sen. Paul Douglas of Illi- in life. I am 36, 5 feet, 6 inch- tinent seem to be riding the crest ed award Certificate and the Ciant
to
the
deputy
of
ordirector
d stairway to the grand ball- figurines, some of operatic char- key like your American kind in
nois and Rep. Kenneth Keating. es tall, weighing 140 lbs., with of a wave of optimism. For near- tation, together with a large comom where the reception w a s acters like Boris Goudonov and Moscow and it was terrible!" ganizations for the Damocratic 1(R. N. Y.) for their hi-partisan dark brown skin. I am an arrang- ly 300 years they have in vary- pany pennant, was Gen. Harry
National Committee expects to leadership on civil rights; Mrs.
the heel of an Johnson, commanding general of
•• •
:Id. what catches your eye are there's a handsome China samoer, composer and promoter. Please ing degrees felt
oppressor.
e ornate crystal chandeliers and var in the center.
the Alabama Military District.
Move his family from Montclair, Daisy Bates who accepted awards
European
send photo with first letter. Will
The Negro press wax omitted
The college reserve unit is coine two huge portraits of Stalin
• ••
for the nine Little Rock students; answer all serious letters. Jackie Today, they see this chapter in
N. J., sometime in June.
from the invitation list to t he
* ••
Carl Rowan of the Minneapolis Yuen, 4821 S. Lake Park Ave., their lives fast coming to a close manded by 1st Lt, Thomas D.
Jim Carey, president of the In- farewell luncheon for Max Rabb
with
Cantrell and M-Sgt. Glenn T.
In town last week for the Tribune; and hard working Jose- Chicago 15, Ill.
and their hearts are light
Workers given at the National Press club Spring
Electrical
fu- Blair.
ternational
meeting on Foreign Af- phine Lowery who received a
plans and hopes for a glorious
Union. just had to walk across and arranged by Jacob Seiden• fairs of the State Department much deserved kudo for faithfulture. early
American settlers fh
the street from his headquarters berg, executive director of t h e so•as Rev. Philip Johnson, the for- ness as long time secretary and
The
like this
to pay his call and Congressman President's Committee on G o v- mer pastor of Salem Lutheran then treasurer to the press club.
must have felt something
-long
James G. Fulton (R. Pa.) who is ernment Contracts a n d some church in Chicago who now heads
when they started the century
the
••
trek from the Atlantic coast to
a member of the House Foreign members of civil rights and .civil the public relations department of The invitation to Percy Greene,
Pacilic Ocean,
Affairs Committee was noted liberties groups around town. Vice the United Lutheran council of the reactionary Jackson MissisPresident Nixon was a special America. Rev. Johnson was a pio- sippi editor brought on a stormy
UNITY WIDESPREAD embracamong the guests.
WASHINGTON — Attorney (en- Leaving the embassy. a smiling guest..
neer in integrating Negroes into debate in the club, but bowing to
As for that massive, all
AfriAID•• •
Lutheran churches in Chicago, freedom of speech, the member- ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — (UPI) ing unity being sought by
Construction plans for a 3-story
•al William P. Rogers has de- gold toothed member of the staff
these ideas John Baptist church 4621 8. Much.
ded to make a personal hand urgbd you to take some of the lit- Report is that when George E. and carried on a one-man cam- ship voted to allow hin to come — Curt Kornblau, of Chicago, di- cans one encounters
authorFrench
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igan ave., will be submitted at *
the drawn-out fight for senate erature about the Soviet Union on Q. Johnson, dean of the Howard
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T JES` CAN'T,
BELIEVE rt.'

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

does to any other man. It means
he won't be able to saNe too much
Whatever becomes of superan- out for his own old age and time
$3 50. (2-year special Subscription rate, $10)
Subscription rotes: One year, 88; sit months.
nuated preachers? Particularly of sickness. What becomes of them
and him then?
Negro Baptist preachers?
The Tri-State Defeader Does Not Tak• Respon sibility for arose/reams Mrsouscrepts or Phases.
Yeah, the voice of the turtle Is
A "superannuated" preacher, as
used here, means a preacher who heard, asking: "How come these
has reached the point where he here preachers don't save sonic
Published Every Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Co. Entered as Second
can't preach anymore because of of their money when they're up
111119,
2,
March
of
Act
Under
1952,
ACI,
March
Office
Class Matter at the Memphis Post
age or infirmity. And just in and ridin"round in them big
case someone has forgotten it, cars, smoking big cigars, going
preachers get old and sick, too off to every convention, and
AREA
TRI-STATE
THE
IN
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES
In other words, preachers are wearin' them highfalutin' clothes?"
But wait a minute, Mac! Let's
just about as human as the rest
of us. So many overlook that fact. think sonic again. Most Negro
And that's why the question is congregations want to see their
raised here . . . whatever be- pastor riding around in a good
comes of worn-out, old, or sick looking car. They want him to
look prosperous and "big-shotpreachers?
It seems particularly appropri- oh" in appearance. They want to
ate for the question to be asked see his name in the papers and
. because considering hear of his making a big speech
here .
who's asking the question, the cle- off somewhere at a big conven- France is today embroiled in the deepest eventual independence. Instead the African ment of surprise ought to really tion. They want him like that begiven a "pie in t h e
cause it lends them something.
struggte for survival as a democracy. True, representatives were
attention.
come to him attract
The answer to the question ask- It makes them look like importhe conflict at the moment is between dissi- sky" sermon about "all things
and
patience."
faith
has
who
ed calls for a bit of searching tant people . . to have an im
dent political factions which are contending
France cannot continue to bamboozle her and looking around. Maybe a lot portant looking pastor around. So,
:for power. But the underlying cause is an
they were subhuman of folk join in observing that most before joining in cussing the
antiquated constitutional system which re- 'colonials as though
tion. Nor can superannuated Negro preachers preachers for putting on
of
self-determina
and
incapable
sists change, thereby making it impossible
. . . if that's what it is
have . . particularly Baptist preach- "dawg"
Africans
that
the
fiction
prolong
she
for the country to inaugurate new governers . . . just seem to fade away. . . Let's see where the pressure
culture
Western
assimilated
not
sufficiently
Now you see them, and then you is coming from to make them do
mental policies in line with modern trends.
to govern themselves efficiently and advan- don't. It's said that crows leave it. And it ain't only from the sisreforms,
But even with constitutional
tageously. Let the natives decide for them- town or disappear on Fridays ters . . . either!
It is doubtful that France will face the grim selves whether they want their own indigen- Well, there's
The question still remains .. .
no special time for
realities incidental to the cry of her colonies ous civilization or that of the white man. superannuated Negro preachers to whatever becomes of superannuatfor unconditional freedom. This is the root It can no longer be denied that Africa had disappear. They're here today and ed Negro preachers . .
of the trouble. The Algerians are fighting a civilization antidating that of many Euro- gone tomorrow. Like smoke larly Baptists? Some white despecial
maintain
nominations
for their independence and will continue to pean countries. As far back as the 17th rings . . . Where do they go?
special funds, speceial
do so until their demand is met. Whoever century the University of Seville, Spain, But the whole question is istore "homes,"
inaged
and
for
provisions
their
a laugh. A consideration of
comes to power in metropolitan France will boasted of having one of the ablest scholars than
it for a moment throws a hard firm ministers. A few Negro de•
have 10 grapple with this issue.
on its faculty in the person of Juan Latino, light or, a lot of things. In the nominations are beginning to look
Next on the list of trouble spots are an African, who became chairman of the first place, it suggests that the warily in a similar direction.
West Africa, Madagascar and French Equa- department of Latin. And Latino was not average preacher is not payed a But, by and large, most Negro
banker's or truck driver's salary. congregations . . . and not only
torial Africa whose agitation for political trained in Europe.
Despite the frequency with which Baptists . . . just don't seem to
autonomy Is growing more strident day by
If the Africans are not yet ready to run the collection plate is passed, his be interested . .. one way or the
day. Ghana, the new West Indies Federa- and control their own states, the question salary is just fair to middlin'. So, other . . . when it conies down
tion and the scheduled liberation of Nigeria, arises: What has the white man been doing he can't save too much, Folk In doing something about their
all of these recent developments have given in that land for nearly three - hundred make a lot of .to-do about how sick, dead, or dying ministers.
impetus to the French African yearning for years? After stealing all he could, lo! these much Negro Baptist preachers And, that ain't right. It ain't
on the "Pastor's Anniver- right for several reasons. In the
self-rule.
many years, now he insists that Africans collect
sary Day." A lot of folk don't first place it means that too many
The Paris meeting, last February, of are unprepared or unfit to govern their an- stop to think that most of the first-class men, concerned at least
hese African colonials did not hold out cestral home. Yet scores of African stu- Baptist churches don't hold pas- about their family's futures, just
much hope for autonomy. The French gov- dents have been trained in American and tors' anniversaries. And those won't enter or remain in the minthat do, usually are only using istry. It means that the man alernment gave no reassuring promise of even European Universities. For what?
the device to pay the pastor the ready in the ministry is constantsalary agreed on in the first ly plagued by the instinct of selfplace. Then too, the pastor may preservation to the point of never
have already earned the anniver- being late in reaching for the collection plate when it's being
sary donation.
of where superan- emptied. It means that too many
The approval of a sweeping "states' the South has been seething with resent- The question preachers
go also Negro ministers feel too insecure
nuated Negro
rights" bill by the House Judiciary Com- ment and its representatives in Congress raises the matter of pension funds. to live the completely dedicated
mittee, is the first legislative step by Con- have tried all manner of stratagem to de- Wonder how many local Negro lives their profession demands.
gress to eviscerate the Civil Rights Act feat the law. They've tried nullification in churches have pension provisions Catholic priests can do so because
which was passed last summer, and a major various local forms; they've agitated for for their pastors . . . whom they their Church makes provisions for
'Interposition". an old legalism of doubtful "love" so well? Or is it that when them. Thus, the level of their
roadblock in the path of integration.
ministry can be high. As individthe pastor's old he's done?
The measure was approved over the ob- application.
Then what about the upkeep uals the priests are neither rich
The legislatures of several states have
jections of Chairman Emanuel Celler (Dbut they don't have
and education of the pastor's nor podr .
N. Y.,) and the Justice Department. Celler set up the machinery for abolition of the family even before he becomes to be afraid of old age and sickcharged that the main purpose of the legis- public schools system if and when they are superannuated? It would seem ness . . . thanks to intelligent
lation was "to curb the rights of the Ne- ordered to integrate their schools. This is that raising a family would do support. So, how 'bout the ques*Toes." Northern Democrats held the line Costly process, which, in the end, may de- the same to a preacher that it tion ... Sub?
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Smith Bill Vs. Civil Rights

against the bill and would have defeated it feat itself. Many Southern counties can
but for an unholy coalition of some Repub- scarcely meet their fiscal obligations. Any
Southern state that attempts to finance all
licans and Southern Democrats.
The bill was introduced by Rep. Howard public schools in its counties will Soon have
W. Smith (D-Va.) one of the leading segre- to appeal to the Federal government for
gationists in the House of Representatives. aid. Such a contingency would not occur
Under its provisions, no court could con- if Congress should enact into law t h e
strue a Federal law as nullifying a state "states' rights" bill. This legislation would
law, unless the Federal law so specified or make abolition of public schools unnecesunless there was a direct and irreconcilable sary, for local school boards would invoke
their state laws on segregation and forget
between the two statutes.
It appears that the Dixicrats have at about the Supreme Court order. The right
last found a way to contravene the Supreme to vote would be likewise affected. In sum,
is one of the big points
Court's decisions and all legislations present the 1957 Civil Rights Act would have just ofRace
conflict between social work.
or future designed to protect the rights of as much validity, to use an apt phrase of ers and the courts.
Negro citizens. Ever since the decree or- Mahatma Ghandi, as a post-dated blank Invariably
recommendations
dering desegregation of all public schools, check.
made by sociologists in matters

ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations
However, when the matter
went before the court, the judge
as soon as he was aware of the
racial angle involved denied the
adoption.
The action made no sense since
the unity of the family was not
disturbed by the judge's position. But the judge, apparently,
feared the reaction to his milling a legal stamp of approval
on an interracial family.
Then she cited another case in
which the court ruled just as
stupidly.
The illegitimate daughter of
a maid who died in childbirth
was raised by the white couple
who had employed her. The only
name the little girl ever had
was that of her foster parents.
And the only mother and father
she ever knew was the white
couple.
She was accepted in the com•
munity as the couple's daughter though some friends knew of
the child's origin.
When the white couple decided they wanted to legally adopt
the girl, social workers found no
reason for not recommending
the action, yet, as in the other
case, the court would not approve it.
"I don't know how Soloman
would have ruled in these cases
and many others that I could
cite," she said, "but I do feel
that the courts in such instances
display an immaturity and a
lack of good common sense that
is no less than a disgrace."
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New Subject For College Theses
a

today — not to speak
A new book by Bernard A. Weis- dual and each attract throngs of America
gospel organists, piano playberger is called, "THEY GATH- hand-clapping, foot - stamping, their
and bands whose joyous acERED AT THE RIVER: The loud-shouting, swing - singing fol- ers,
In happy syncopation
Story of the Great Revivalists and lowers who seem to have a won- cents surpass
the best professional
Their Impact Upon Religion in derfully good time • their way to many of
groups.
salvation, small groups of color- jazz
America."
I am sure a most exciting book
It treats of such famous religi- ed saints [slaking more noise than
made from a study of
ous orators of the past as Lyman whole coliseums full of white con- cod‘he
trigs. Until such a book Is
Beecher, Dwight L. Moody, Gypsy verts,
think the social science
Smith, and Billy Sunday, "hell- llow do Negro cult leaders i'eave written, I
departments at Ne.
fire and brimstone" preachers their spells? From whence cometh and psychology
(and other) colleges might ex•
who held thousands spellbound the sources of their crowd - excit- gro
the assigning of gospel cult
across the country, even as Billy ing powers? Why do the dollars plore
studies to young students working
Graham does today.
roll into their collection baskets? for their Masters and Doctors deAnd it points out how, in iron- flow come the Lord chooses to
tier days, the revival was not speak through Sweet Daddy Grace grees.
the under - graduate level,
only a religious experience f o r —and, according to Daddy, ONLY On
subjects might b• assigned
many, but a form of entertain- through him, since Grace consid- such
term papers, and the stument for others in regions where ers all other religious leaders im- for
dents given ample time for realmost nothing else exciting of a postors?
search in the gospel churches near
public nature happened.
Why' does 'Prophet Jones. wear the Campuses where they are stuEventually the revival adopted
and
ostrich plumes in the pulpit,
dying.
"the trappings of vaudeville" and
why would two of his women fol. There are many such churches
sawdust trail preachers like Billy
white
$1200
lowers give him a
in Washington where Howard uniSunday put on highly dramatic
ermine cloak in which to Preach? versity is located, near Fisk in
chief
the
being
minister
the
shows,
Why will Mother home's won Nashville, all around the Tidewaactor and the moaners and conshippers roll on the floor to her ter section of Hampton, and right
verts a noisy ensemble, singing,
feet, shouting and fainting at the in the mouth of Atlanta univershouting, jerking, and screaming
very sound of her voice? How is sity.
as they "came to God."
it that Bishop Lawson's or Elder I wonder why our colleges have
"THEY GATHERED AT THE
Child's choirs can sing and swing as yet produced no exciting studRIVER" is about white people and
better than any singing ensem- ies of Negro evangelism? I should
white souPetirrers. I wish someone
bles on Broadway or in the con- think any student or professor
would write a similar book, equalcert fields?
would get a kick out of working
ed, about Negroes and black evanThese are some of the questions on such a study.
gelists.
Certainly, in the process of doanalyzed and
From Elder Beckton in the 1920s I would like to see
stu- ing research for such studies, they
to Daddy Grace today, from Chi- perhaps answered in a serious
leadership would hear dramatic preaching,
cago's Sister Lucy Smith to Har- dy of Negro religious
testimonials, rollicklem's Mother Horne, from Rev. at the evangelistic level, partic• hair-raising
outside ing singing, and exciting syncoCobbs to Bishop Lawson, from ularly in those churches
each pation — all in the name of the
Prophet Jones of Detroit fame to the organized sects, where
God Jehovah, Father All.
young Milton Perry. From Coast preacher is a law unto himself, Lord
Mighty, to whom the gospel churto Coast today such colored and and each church is its own sect.
as ches believe in making a joyful
colorful evangelistic personalities There the singing is often
are performing, each highly indivi- stirring as any to be heard in noise.

involving race are vetoed if
court approval is necessary.
"That's because social workpro are concerned with the human issues." an official of an
adoption agency told me, "while
judges, for the most part, are
Subcommittee tried to persuade Canyon occurred that the CAA on' influenced by the public reaciikHOW TO PREVENT
the Civil Aeronautics Administra- dertook an accelerated program. tions to our recommendations."
WPLANE DISASTER
tion to speed up its program of On April 21, 1958. another 'colliThen she cited an example.
installing radar and other air na- sion occurred, this one between a
A Negro in New York state
Dear Editor:
Calamity seems to be a neces- vigational equipment throughout commercial and a military plane married a white widow who had
sary forerunner to progress. A the country, but it was only when near Las Vegas in which 49 per- three children. From their marriage, two more children were
few years ago our Appropriations the air collision over the Grand sons lost their lives.
told born making five in all, three
crash
was
the
story
of
The
11111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111
white and two half white.
to us by the Director of Safety of
The man had a substantial
segrethe Civil Aeronautics Board, who job and provided comfortably
In the last few weeks two in- headed as any of the boys in the that the armed forces were
gated and discriminatory, etc. At
ternationally known celebrities who Kremlin.
had returned to Washington after for the entire family. The chilsaid the
Anyway, I feel somewhat in the time of filing, he
have the reputation of being great
an all night flight from the scene dren all got along very well
supporting him
family
friends of the Soviet Union have agreement with H. L. Mencken Communists were
of the accident. The United Air- together. Within the
recognition
brought some excitement to Chi- that, whatever the merits of Com- one hundred percent.
lines DC-7 left Los Angeles for group there was no
cago's colored community. Both of munism, the Communists are for When the Nazis crossed into RueDenver on schedule, he said, and of color.
decided he
them, Paul Robeson and Dr. W. the birds. I must admit also that sia, he said the Communists came
shortly after takeoff it attained Then the father
legally adopt his
E. B. DuBois, had already won a I have not studied the Marxist to him and told him that he
its scheduled cruising altitude of would like to
place in the hearts of their fellow ideology nearly enough to quali- should drop his suit forthwith and
wife's three children since in ac21,000 feet.
Americans long before they be- fy as a debater regarding its mer- join up to fight the horrible fastuality they were one happy fa.
The Nellis Air Force Base lies mily.
cists. The doctor said he was nol
came enamoured of the Soviets. its.
airlane
under the transcontinental
Paul Robeson has denied under Nevertheless, the Communists going to drop the suit and he quit
Although the white children
oath, according to his statement have demonstrated by their ac- the Communists and joined some
near Las Vegas. On this morning, were using the surname of their
in his new book "Here I Stand," tions over a long period that Socialist group that was against
an Air Force jet trainer had climb- colored stepfather, he realized
the
that he is a Communist. I do not Mencken knew what he was talk- war, no matter who was fighting.
ed to about 28,000 feet with an in- that without a legal adoption
share
Incidentally, the doctor's action
recall any similar declaration by ing about.
structor in the front seat and a stu- white children could not
case of his
of many Negroes whe
Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, but I am
dent pilot behind. Inasmuch as it in his estate in
I remember at the beginning was typical
it.
about
not certain
was an instrument training flight, death.
Hitler start- joined the Communist party for
when
II
War
World
of
department of
Anyway, I think it is fair to say ed his horrible march across Eu- their own special reasons which
the student's cockpit was covered The social work
concurred in hit point
that both of these gentlemen see rope, the Communists flooded the had nothing whatever to do with
by a hood. Since the weather was the court
heartily recoma hell of a lot more good in the newsrooms with stories and liter- Marxism.
good, the military craft was under of view and
adoption.
Soviet operations than most of us, ature on the "phony war." There The most popular reason was IS
visual flight rules and its clear- mended the
including me.
stories in which it appeared get on intimate terms with the
ances for maneuvering were under
strument flight weather is the Personally, I think they have ev- were
agitators were dames who mixed romance with
officer "bail out" or "flame out."
Communist
that
operations
an
of
control
the
they
as
talk
- 0147/PHi'4,
'
•
the) military required to place itself ery right to think and
sell Negroes on staying their politics. One dark Lochinvar,
to
trying
Base. At about "Flame out" would indicate
Air
the
on
jeep
a
evin
have
course,
,
please and I, of
under CAA supervision.
jet engine had failed.
out of the war and they were who was endowed with exception8.30 a.m. the student pilot asked the
ery right to express my doubts most vocal about the abuse of al sexual prowess, boasted that he
7/8
for permis- Why should this collision have
officer
C.
M.
connecYates,
operations
R.
this
Sidney
his
In
views.
about their
'
clearance to
Negroes in the armed forces. Then had wrecked more Communist
sion to execute a jet penetration occurred? Why was
U.S. House of Representatives tion I am reminded of statement
craft
suddenly the line shifted because cells than the FBI.
dive from 28,000 feet to 14,000 feet. dive given to the military
made by the late H. L. MenckBe that as it may, what good Is
Hitler invaded Russia.
Permission was granted. As the without checking with the CAA
ii I
en to the effect that the only thing
the an ally who cannot be depended
that
Christianity is t h e As soon as the Nazis crossed
jet hurtled downward at a speed control tower? I pointed out
with
wrong
Words of the Wise
the A me r lean upon? Mother Russia comes first
was
Christians and the only thin g Russian border,
In excess of 700 miles per hour. the United Airlines Flight 736
If you expect perfection
the to the Communists and on this
Communism is the Communists forgot all about
with
instructor caught a glimpse of the scheduled to appear at the same
Itvrong
life
whole
your
people,
from
discrimination and abuses Negroes point there is rro inconsistenc,
Communists.
looming commer,lai airliner and time and at the same place near
Is a series of disappoIntmenta,
our armed forc- among them. The party line wil
Most of the people who attack were suffering in
tried frantically but unsuccessful- Las Vegas every morning—certaingrumbllngs and complaints.
greatest flag- always shift according to the but
the
became
of
They
es.
this,
deal
of
great
aware
was
e
a
h
do
T
pitch
military
Communism
ly the
If. on the contrary, you
ly to roll out of its path.
country. One interests of Russia irrespective d
the
in
patriots
waving
patriotic
and
that
taking
low,
was
answer
expectations
The
name-calling
your
sheared
not?
easy
was it
right wing of the jet
told me he had any principles of Marxist theory.
doctor
Negro
creagetting
efficient
the
as
without
folks
e
h
t
beating
weather,
-rule
DCbreast
visual-flight
In
through the right wing of the
party and In some respects Marxism he.
tures they are. you are fredown to the characteristics of the joined the Communist
7 and from the United plane came military is not required to cheek
comes in the hands of the Kremcaught in the middle.
quently surprised by having
got
most.
me
disturb
that
PreCommunists
control.
traffic
collis"Mid-air
civilian
with
fog
its last message:
them perform better than
knuckle- He said that he did not want to lin crowd a tricky camouflage
those
have
we
too
Then
such
Day!"
under
conditions,
May
sumably,
Vegas!
ion over Las
sad import.
you had hoped.
right who go in the services and he had tiled Russian nationalism
the
on
extremists
head
planes
other's
each
see
garbled
can
the
pilots
came
—(Bruce Butes)
Get A Load 0' That Gra-a-a-zy Good From the jet
"Hey Joey
alism.
aro just as totalitarian and pig. a suit in federal court charging
cry "Ma' Day!" and the words and avoid accidents. Only In inMan!"
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LOUIS MARTIN

Fan Clubs Rejoice Over Break As
tars Fall On Nation's Screens

HY" Johnson that features students and graduates of the famous
HEAR TELL APPEARANCE of
Sallie Blair on Ed Sullivan show producer's school of dance. .— Most
Sunday night was the result of of the Motor City's spots, even
cards from viewers requesting her the eateries, close down for sevreturn to the broadcast. — GEOF- eral hours the night of Ziggy's
By HILDA SEE
films with good stories, fine act- group will hardly be seen person- his starring days. And goodness
FREY HOLDER who appeared in show which is Sunday, June 8, this
Interested in seeing a lot of tal- ng and everything else t h at ally is a real break for fans in knows movie stars like Clark GaBy UI
Chicago Thursday as co-star with year. — AMONG THE MANY
ent under one roof (beg pardon, make pictures well worth "buy- the territory. It is hardly likely ble, Rudolph Valentino, Jean liarNEW YORK
Barbara McNair on annual Ur- sights witnessed by the nine stutwo roofs that is?) Then be pre-' ng."
(in fact most unlikely; that eith- low. Greta Garbo, Nina Mae Mcbanaides Fashion show leaves dents from Little Rock's Central pared
Lena Horne dci
for such a situation. It's
er Kitt. Dandridge, Davis Poitier Kinney, and others were popular
for Italy this week where he has High school during their citation coming, and sooner than you think. But better yet it will give "ceebrity-fans" in all sections of the or any of the others named will the nation over. And yet not one
been signed to design fashions for here by the Chicago Defender was The arrival will be
appearance
appear in places like Chitterling of them were ever seen out of
a musical festival over there. — trip to see "My Fair Lady" the of two pictures, "Anna Lucasta" country chance to see and hear
their idols, the top ones that is. Switch, Miss. Such artists make Hollywood or off Broadway, so to
HOLDER'S TALENTED wife, Car- socksational show now running at and "Porgy
'N Bess" on nation's jThe two films will combine the few visits to Disie save for en., speak when they were enjoying
men de Lavallade, last seen on the Shubert theatre. 'TWAS THE screens. Both will
be interesting 'talents of Earths Kitt, Sammy gagements in places like Miami,!their greatest fame. However, this
a television broadcast by Duke El- treat of the year for the students
Davis, jr., Dorothy Dandridge, Sid- Fla. And even then few of the bit of an essay is about the stars
lington is already on scene and and their sponsor, Mrs. Daisy
ney Poitier, Fredrick O'Neal. all rank and file fans visit the places in "Anna Lucasta" and "Porgy
participating in the annual festival, Bates.
Broadway "names." And they are the artists appear in.
and Bess." Just a reminder of
biggest event offered in Italy an- THE SEVERAL magazine storassigned roles with sock to match Being spotlighted by movies is what luck fans of the aces will
nually.
ies published quoting Harry Belathe socksational performances all nothing new of course. Such greats have to see all their idols perform•• •
fonte as saying this and that about
figure to give.
as the late Bert Williams the Se- ing under a "pair tents" and for
WHEN DUKE ELLINGTON ar- Hollywood and television might
Appearance of such artists, even pia ,comic was only seen below price of an ordinary ticket to their
rives at Chicago's Blue Note this strike many as better not being
a movie, in places where the Mason and Dixon line in films in favorite theatre,
week he will be interviewed not published. — AS MATTER OF
about his band chores but the plan- FACT it is only from mouth of
ned Broadway play, "Saturday those who know from actual exLaughter" he is readying music perience (like Belafonte) that true
for. — DUKE WILL write the story of the old "pinch" dealt Nemusical score and perhaps pre- gro stars can be exposed officialsent his bane In the pit during ly. — AND 'TIS BEST for staterun of the show. — THERE IS ments to come from stars still on
A SHORTAGE of Sepians for night top and earning money. — OTHERclub engagements right now due WISE SOME may wish to term
to picture work in Hollywood. — the "expose" as the word of a disSUCH GREATS as Eartha Kitt, gruntled unemployed performer.—
Sammy Davis, jr., Dorothy Dan- HEAR TELL BILLY DANIELS'
dridge, Sidney Poitier and many management notified Chicago's
more are currently on location for Chez Paree that star is available
early shooting of "Anna Lucasta" for early engagement. IT SEEMS
and "Porgy and Bess."
Billy won't be here soon, howALL EYES POINT to Detroit (if ever. — NAT KING COLE, SAM.
you live in Cleveland or Chicago) MY DAVIS, and, if she accepts
for the annual dance and song offer, Pearl Baily are next Sepians
spectacular presented by Joe "Zig- to be seen at the Chicago nightery.
By AL MONROE

Harry Beleonte
Adds 'Business'
To Acting Class
"Our long range aim is to finance and produce showcases for
Negro talent," says Harry Bela.
fonte of his new business enterprises, in the June issue of Ebony
Magazine,
Keystone of all Belafonte enterprises is the parent company Belafont. Presents, Inc., which owns
the touring concert package, "An
Evening With Belafonte," and directs the 12-man folk choir. Other
firms tinder the BPI are Shari
Music Publishing Company, Inc.,
HarBel Productions, inc., (filmmaking unit,) and Clara Music.
According to the magazine, Belafonte has offices in Los Angeles,
and New York, and will set up
a London office during his Europ-

"THE GREEN PASTURES'
presented on NBC-TV last Oct.
17 was such a hit the program
may be reruted to the
air
around Xmas time it is reported along Broadway. Here

can tour this year.
Discussing other plans, Belafonte says: "We want to set up it
cultural center where Negro art
ists and sculptors can exhibit their
work under the best possible conditions. We will arrange for play
wrights and TV script writers to
work without having to worry
about the landlord's knock on the
door."
Belationte's ability as a business
man, is reflected In the six-picture
deal he has worked out with 20th
Century-Fox's Buddy Adler for
8200,000 per movie.
He has 12 experts on his staff
and an annual payroll that runs
into six figures.

William WarfieId as "deLawd"
and Hilda Haynes, one of the
angels are shown as they appeared at the original broadcast.

1

she starred in the pit "Halle.
lujah" became well known and
a celebrity nation over as a

result of the film. Here Miss
McKinney is shown with Jane
Withers when the two stars

Johnny Mathis Press Fete A Peach
(In Brandy) Plus Entertainment

About one-half of the world's
people live on farms,
NEW YORK — When Johnny
present. And if they are on hand
Mathis opened at Copacabana one
generally the thing such columnists
wish to write about is the thing
of first "public relations - public
or things the artist and their
service" stunts was to stage a
"sponsors" prefer undisclosed to
press party, a-la the cocktails for
the public. Routine stuff like the
pals route. 'Twas a grand gesture
guy proved to be a good speaker
on part of the youthful singer's
or sang well in two numbers he
advisors even though it may not
was induced to offer is of little
have served purpose planned and
interest to the average columnist.
hoped for. That would be nationThen, too, it must be rememberwide publicity for the youth who
ed that guests at such parties are
has gone farther and in shorter
very much like the average wotime than any other artist of memman who attends a fashion show
ory.
or goes to see a certain female
Such affairs are well meant
celeb perform or make an apgenerally
and
well
attendpearance. They spend their time
ed. Mostly, the latter, by hangersduring the party and afterwards STRATFORD, Ont. — The an- quite a
ons who control neither typewritfew Americans, many of
criticizing this and that about the nual Stratford
er nor byline space in papers, the
Music Festival gets them because of a desire to see
artists. They either didn't like the
one place where the honoree and
off with a band July 16 with the Canada. However the presence of
his "sponsors" hope their co m• actually interested in what there Igartnents worn or if not they are
certain
the outfit would ha v e famous "Little Carib Company," U. S. stars adds to the appeal.
ment will find its way. This lat- is to drink and eat.
a West Indian dance group featurter group will drink up everything
Certainly friends and admirer
Most old timers of stage and ,looked better on someone just a ed. The festival will present a
in sight when not eating and dis- screen (and now television) refrain Ilittle thinner or heavier, give and
sort
of Harlem-to-Broadway to Ca- of such artists as Gillespie, Er
cuss about everything but the mat- from tossing away cash f o r !take a pound.
nada setting on July 23 when Hen- roll Garner, "Red" Allen and othter — or honoree on the scene. champagne and other wet goods ' We have ot talked with Mr. Mary "Red" Allen and his allstars ers will be anxious to witness their
More likely than not they make plus sandwiches for invitees to a this since the party, nor before
plus Langston Hughes will be fea- idols in a concert scene of the
themselves nuisances:, if over ice press party. They have long come for that matter. But it is our be- tured on the program.
Festival's magnitude. Yes, there
uidized) in their crude attempt to to know that columnists who write lief that he too, after observing
There will be several folk Mu- figures to be some gay day and
tell the honored guest what a about the things 'they wish dis- the reaction or lack of it, will sic concerts
on the summer long evenings in times in Stratford
great guy he is while all the time cussed are rarely among those agree that staging "press parties" festival. Then on August
9 the starting with July 13. And Amerioffer a shortage in something. A famed Wilbur de Paris group will
ca will join in both as guests and
shortage that is very, very much be featured, August 13 will find
participants in the top event ofshort of the cost of staging such Carmen McRae in a co - starring fered
by Canadians year after
a party. These are some of the role. On Aug. 15 Dizzy Gillespie year.
things an artist learns in time. will be presented in a special heHowever, don't be discouraged, bop concert that figures to be 911111111111111111111e11111111e1111111u1111111111111111111111111111
Johnny. Your experience has al- the festival's highlight. There are
ready been digested by the Cros- a number of other Sepia greats
bys, Comos, Devises. Coles and due here for the festival. They
in111111111111111111111
others who have traveled the path are some of the top U. S. "name"
you threaten to take -over c o m- artist annual participants in the
Don Wilson; Well, I don't believe
you're 39 and I'm going to check
Ten million dollars! That is the pose he would sit at the piano pletely, because of your great tal- festival.
The festival generally attracts with the doctor who delivered you.
amount on deposit in banks for beat out tunes and make marks ents. They all learned in time.
notes. Latesong composers that is unclaimed indicating certain
and with no knowledge of how rel- hewould play the tune and hat I
atives can be located. Incluled on someone able to read music write
list are many old time Sepians them down. And goodness knows
who wrote numbers, sold the songs Spencer was one of the truly
and are eligible to collect today great jazz composers.
because copyrights have not been There is no announcement of
renewed. Copyrights must be re- any money being due Spencer
newed after 17 years. otherwise royalties or belated recordings.
NEW YORK — Quite often "an- ems and admirers than this act taining acts we've seen this seatune reverts to original owner. However it is quite possible even
The money accrued stems from probable that somewhere in on gels" for shows advance the ar- I can point to with pride. ,
son. Martha plays well and sings
royalties for the tunes. Royalties shelf of some company re sts gument that "name is the thing" When the act made its debut on
just as potently. As to Spouse
from sheet music, recordings and some of his tunes he might have when contemplating shows f o r
television via a West Coast pro- he will do as a bass fiddler
and
ASCAP if composer happened to revived and be collecting on if an Broadway. The same goes for acts
hitting the road. Managers argue gram folk begae writing and ask- jive artist until something tines.
be a member of that organization. investigation check was made.
Many of The cheeks have whisRecently a strange case came this and that name will or will ing "who are they? Many others peeled comes along. They were a
kers, so to speak. They were writ- to light. There is a tune written not do for the reason that such wrote in asking is Martha Davis' riot in debut and since hitting
partner actually named Spouse?" the airwaves
ten more than a decade ago in by Lillian Armstrong, one time!and such is "non-commercial."
have gone on in
compliance with royalty laws wife of Louis Satchmo Armstrong In many eases the "brass," will They were etters from curious capture night club and theatre auto
be
persons
sure.
But
every let- diences from coast
and placed on shelves awaiting that was recorded by the latter argue that a name of a person or
to coast. Yes,
call by the composer or his kin. and generally figured to belong an act that the theatre or cafe !ter added the line or lines -the it's for sure. There is not as
I
learn
is
greet."
Oddly enough many old time com- to Satchmo. The song was copy- goer cannot tell what it means is
much in a name as booking agposers could hardly write their righted in Lillian's name, how- dangerous. Yet, how many fans Until furttaT advised we'll call ents and managers often
have
own names. They could not read ever, and a near court battle know "Martha Davis and Spouse" the team a West Coast product, their acts believe. And
who caneg
music but composed from sound ensued between two factions as one of the better acts on stage lAt least that is way the numer- how many ways a female's
mate
in what is called "playing by ear. a result This is but one of several and television actually means Mar- ous letters received refer to Mar- is referred to. Cali
him husband
One of the greatest of the jazz mixed up cases involving tunes tha Davis and husband? Few, in- tha Davis and Spouse. Then we'll or spouse who cares.
AS long as
composers.
Williams that were written Years ago and deed. And yet no act in amuse- ,add: West Coast or East Coast, he has something
Spencer
to sell his rod&
could not read music. To corn. revived recently.
ment circles boast more follow- the team is one of the most enter- ences.

Millions in Royalties
Await Composers' Claim
Investigations Reveal

Basic, Tony Bennett
Ti Invade Europe's
Music Hall Circuit
HOLLYWOOD — The U. S. State prove real senders to the EuroDepartment, it was learned this pean music lovers and serve as
week has sanctioned a trip a-broad quite a tonic for the U. S. State
Department's move for "goodwill
by singer Tony Bennett and the
the world over."
band of Count Basic. The tour, Fun will reign supreme on "The
will cover most of Europe even Ray Rayner Record Party" from
including an engagement behind 1230 to 1:30 p.m. Saturday,
iron curtain if Bennett has his
over WBBM-TV when Maratha
Davis and Spouse, popular piano
say.
Basie is a big favorite in Eu- and bass duo, will be Rayner's
special guests. There will be the
rope because of the world wide
dance contest of the Magic Circle
attention attracted to his big band, Contestof the
past 13
perhaps the best traveling today weeks, and Ray with Mina
Kolb
His records are also big sellers will add a French touch to the
Arad ateording to latest polls. events when they
pantomine
As kw Bennett the singer is "Chanson D'Amour." Ray will also
well liked here and abroad and present "C'est Si Bon." .ludges
his recants are "hest sellers" for the dance will be Miss Grace
abroad au well as in this country. . Hanson. dance instructor with the
Teamed 'Iasi* end Bennett should IYMCA; Gus Giordania, of Gior-

NINA MAE McKINNEY, one
of the first Sepians to hit the
spotlight in Hollywood when

ing the "prairies" when "Jameer
reported, ca," her current Broadway
at invad- shuts down for the summer this
month the "wink' (refusal) would
mean a cool million in revenue
will head down the drain.
"A million dollar wink" during
the recession is quite a wink.
There will of course, be a winter
run again on Broadway — and
later along the "prairies" which
means such cities as Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland. But there is
an old idiom in show business that
says, and correctly a performer
does not recapture later what isio
lost previously. What success fol.
lows the "pass-up" would have
come anyway and the original is
lost.
Miss Horne needs a rest, of
course. Continuous performance
on Broadway is taxing. Seven.
eight and sometimes nine perfor.
mances a week takes something
from an artist to be sure and facing the public, close up, is terrific on the nerves. Sick or well,
one must be at his or her best
night after night in order to satisfy the customers. There is no margin for error of commission or
omission. Down to "tacks" the
night you decide to "rough-it"
may well be the night you should
riot have. One never knows who
is in the audience and for what
reason he or she happens to be
present. Both critics looking for
follow up material and producers
seeking talent often slip into the.
atres unobserved at times.
There has been no definite announcement of summer plans for
"Jamaica" as this is written
which may well classify this essay as premature summation. Nor
has Miss Horne indicated what
her immediate plans for the summer are. However, from pens of
several eritics comes the prediction that show will close down (luring the hot
weather and reopen later this fall. This perhaps,
accounts for all the talk about that
million dollars in offers "Jamaica" has received from bookies, in
Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and even St. Louis. Yes,
everybody wants in on the act,
the "Jamaica" act that is. And
only Lena Home holds key to the
door. Certainly "Jamaica" cannot
run without Horne. She is t h
show. Make no mistake about that.
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Names Mean Little But
avis 'N Spouse Click
1

MARILYN MONROE, above, and
Barbara Nichols are among the
filmland greats who would not be
knout' nationally but for pictures.
The‘, like Kitt, Dandridge, Pottier and others ha''e little in common with certain sections of the
nation so far as "personal appearances" are concerned. They
all need be included in the clam&
fication "stars fall on nation's
screens."
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Exciting Fashions Link Many Lands At Coppin's'UN Modes'
• AN EXCITING and elegant display of fashions linked North and South America
to Europe and the Far East
recently when "United Nations Modes of '58" was presented by the Steward Board
of Coppin Memorial AME
church. The dazzling and
dramatic revue was held in
Carter elementary school
auditorium on Chicago's
Southside.
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• AN ADDED attraction
was the appearance at Coppin's morning service that
day of the Hadley Technical
high school choir from St.
Louis. Mo. Spearheading the
unique revue were Mrs. Mattie S. Duckett and co-chairmen, Mrs. Altha Terrell and
Mrs. Olivia Smith. Mrs. Hattye Eaton, one of Chicago's
Most fashionably dressed
young matrons, was guest
model.
--• A CHIC GROUP of women and children and some of
the city's most sartorially
correct, males donned their
favorite ensembles and some
striking costumes to portray
ensembles from 35 countries.
The latest rage, the controversial sack a n d chemise
were featured from t h e
United States.
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• GIVING PICTURESQUE
and minute details of models'
attire was the very capable
commentator, Mrs. Bernadine Carrickett Washington,
well known fashions coordinator. Pacing the parade of
mannequins Mrs. Eaton chose
fashions from her personal
wardrobe, many of them
original creations by Mrs.
Edna Wills, one of the Windy
City's most capable designers.
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• SINCE MOST of the action took place aboard an
imaginary ocean liner, the
guest model selected a fabuSilhouette
lous Parisian
(photo right) for her last
night aboard. As lovely as
the flower she holds, the popular Chicago model was a
sensation at the captain's
table in this dawn blue silk
crepe ball gown, dramatized
by yards and yards of flowing chiffon panels which extend from neckline to hem.
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• PRIOR TO SEEING the sights of Algeria U. S. tourists Elizabeth Wynn (top left) and Etheldra Burn are
helped with their luggage by friendly Algerian, Curtis
Marshall. In their imaginary boat cruise the girls saw
costumes from many lands and added an authentic item
to their personal wardrobes from each country visited.
For traveling, they chose plain colors and prints. With
their final destination Tokyo, the tourists wanted to see
as much of the world as possible before debarking in
the colorful country.
• MANY NATIONALITIES met and exchanged traveling tips while aboard ship or when it docked for sightseeing tours in such picturesque countries as Austria,
Roumania, Italy, China, Turkey, Syria, Burma, Holland,
Siberia, Greece, Scotland and Hawaii. Watching the
receding coastline of another land visited and sharing
moments of past pleasures spent ashore are (top right
m left) Arabian Jesse Miller. Japanese Yane Ito,
7nerican Hattye Eaton, Spanish Frank Washington
and Filipino Josefina Lopaz. Each is wearing an authentic costume of the land represented.

1111

land —
• REFRESHMENT TIME aboard ship — or on punch
is always a welcome one when there is mamba
from the West Indies and a wide variety of exotic delicacies to accompany it. To add to the "passengers" delight was the Spanish dance done by Marvinia Randolph
and Cynthia Clark when the boat docked in gay and sunny Spain. After returning to their ship, the tourists enjoyed tasty sandwiches passed out by the Rev. S. S.
Morris (right), pastor of Coppin Memorial AME church,
who cut a trip out of town to attend the revue. Eager
to sample them are (from left) Dr. Nermala H. Mensilken' of India; Naomi Hawkins and Harry McCord,
representing China.
• NOW THAT IT is time to bid fond farewells, American tourists display some of their own fashions for fascinated new found friends, the night before "docking"
Japan. Pastels vied with eloquent dark shades as
merican models Rosemary Brown, Shirley Golden,
As
Lena Moore and Bessie Todd strike fetching poses. and
seen
had
s
traveller
the
climax
its
neared
tour
the
liked the "Tvio Different Worlds" that soloist Audrey
Jones sang to introduce the unique and charming production.
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• TIME FOR A tennis lesson and the West
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shapely
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son,
Bobette Jackson (photo left) explains to her youngaudiDavid. Mother and son models were favorites of
of '58"
ence which took the imaginary "United Modes help,"
fashions cruise. Photo right: "Do you need any
handsome
gallant James Albritton, representing the
Arneda
pretty
asking
be
to
seems
n
Cuban gentlema
Indies, as
House from the exotic country in the West
the Coppin
she perches on a piece of luggage awaiting stands by
fashion-cruisers. An amused John Coleman by Clem
to assist, if help is needed. (Defender photos
Lyles),

Instructor
To Teach In
Netherlands
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and Mrs. Jerry Smith of 272 W. Merlin Davis of 445 Monroe.
A daughter, Sharmene, to Mr.
Colorado.
A son, Houston, to Mr. and Mrs. end Mrs. Frank Hurst of 610 E.
Carbin F, Bollard of ns CamA son, Larry Eugene, to qr.
bridge.
and Mrs. Jessie Lee Garrett of
MAY 27-58
A son, Bryon Lenard, to Mr. 2291 Lena Lane.
A son, Carl Anthony, to Mr
and Mrs. Garner L. Branch of
and Mrs. William Batts of 728
511 Walker.
A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs. Tate.
A daughter, Frannie Arlene, to
A daughter, Sherri Lynn, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Webster of Nathaniel Robinson of 1723 Eland Mrs. Nathaniel Greer of 234
dridge.
658 Wicks.
A son, Michael Vernon, to Mr. Baltic.
A daughter, Angel, to Mr. and
A son, Robert Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Smith of 1259 Keat- and Mrs. Elroy Davis of 5080 MilMrs. Robert Sanfort! of 300 Leath
lington rd.
ing.
ChIsmon, Lena Mae Morgan,
Ion Show and Tea at the Foots
A daughter, Janet Fay, to Mr.
FRIENDLY LADIES' TEA —
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Delois McGhee, to
Ellis Jett, Earline Heard,
Homes Auditorium, Friday,
The Friendly Ladies Social
Fred L. Toliver of 3418 Cook rd Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGhee of and Mrs. Tommie L. Cathey of
Wells, Elizabeth
Henrietta
May 23. Members are seen,
972 S. Fourth.
Club sponsored a Spring Fastr
A daughter, Marcia Ann, to Mr. 1047 Barton
Suggs, Iola McGowen, mess
left to right: Mesdames Mamie
A daughter, Linda Elois, to Mr.
A daughter, Shirley Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Burl Ford of 139 Kirk1488
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Forest and Mrs. James Gregory of 972 and Mrs. George Smith of
Pillow.
McDowell.
Montgomery of 1254 Smith.
A son, Willie, to Mr, and Mrs.
A son, Melvin Wayne, to Mr.
A son, James Larry, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Code of 995 N. Bing- and Mrs. James R. Woodard of Willie B. Coleman of 650 Nonconnah.
5:35 Poplar.
ham.
MAY 30-58
MAY 28-59
MAY 25-58
A daughter, Kay Lola, to Mr.
A daughter, Delthia, to Mr. and
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Marvin McClain of 948 S. and Mrs. William A. Dean of
Leroy Crutcher of 1004 Seattle.
902 Willoughby.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Fourth St.
A daughter, Mona Vernice. to
A son, Cleo, jr., to Mr. and
Carl Moore of 585 Linden.
A son, Thomas Edward, jr., to Mrs. Cleo Thompson of 885 Bar- Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Washington of 681 Hanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Mc. gain pl.
By DR. OLIVER W. BOUSH
Seat the Silhouettes were meeting gsmes were played at intervals
A daughter, Fay Loraine, to
A son, Jimmie Dotson, to Mr.
Caster of 874 Hamilton.
The beautiful and spacious subur- in the suburban home of Dr. and led by Mrs. Lillian Pratt. RefreshA daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Eugene Prince of 598 Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Oliver of ban home of Dr. and Mrs. 0, W. Mrs. Boush. At a given hour the ments served were fruits, candy
1906 Hubert.
Jassamine.
William Burse of 1948 Frisco.
A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and Bough of Trenton, Tenn., presented Kappas and Silhouettes met joint- punch, and nuts on the lawn. ToA son, Robert Lee III, to Mr. A daughter, Julia Venice, to
Nathan Randle of 1144 Swan. a perfect setting for the Guide ly at the Boushes to make plans ward the concluding portion of the
Mrs.
Young
of
Walter
Mrs.
of
937
Mr.
and
Webb
L,
and Mrs. Robert
party, there was a dancing conA daughter, Glenda Fay, to Mr. Right Picnic sponsored by the for the next fiscal year.
363 N. Dunlap,
N. Second.
A daughter, Julia Venice, to and Mrs. Johnny B. Taylor of Jackson, Tennessee Alumni Chap- This is an annual affair and is test featuring the new dance craze
A daughter, Delois, to Mr. and
ter of Kappa Alpha Psi Frater- considered among the best social of the decade. The contest feaMrs. Earnest Beard of 234 W Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young of 306 Edith.
activities of the year for pleasure, tured the Cha-Cha. Mambo and
A daughter, Ernestine, to Mr. nity and their Silhouettes.
363 N. Dunlap.
McKellar.
A daughter, Deborah Ann, to and Mrs. Mike Bolden of 397 But- It was here many Kappa Chil- relaxation, inspiration and infor- Bop in which many of the chilMAY 26-58
dren came to play and enjoy the m ation.
ren participated.
A daughter, Sharon Denise. to Mr. and Mrs. David Goodman of ler.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. recreation of the day.
MERRY TIME
When the day was well spent
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Fisher of 1811 Pensylvania.
Clyde Williams of 1282 Chas
While members of the fraternity A merry good time was had and evening was night, the SilhouMAY 29-58
1655 Pennsylvania.
were in their regular meeting in, by all including the Kappas, Kappa iettes quickly but quietly prepared
A daughter, Belinda Ann, to Mr. A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs. Bryant rd.
the home of Dr. and Mrs. J. L. wives and children. Many outdoor -a buffet style dinner. The menu
BOSPITAL MAY 24, 1958
A son, Morris Gene, to Mr. and
Mrs. John M. Jones of 542 Balt
line.
A son, Albert, to Mr. and Mrrs.
Eugene Henderson of 2025 Hunter.
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Fentress of 673 liar-

Hodge, Magnolia Wortham,
Annie B. Robinsen, president,
and Cora Grant.

appas Hold Picnic
t Home Of Dr. Bous

Dairy Foods Plentiful;
Ice Cream Top Dessert
Ice cream continues to be a fav- makers in the Mid-South an abundorite dairy food for most Ameri- ance of dairy foods. This year's
cans. Last year the average person production is expected to top last
in this country ate almost 18 pounds year's 126.4 billion pounds by an
of the cold food, and in all like- added billion.
lihood will repeat the performance
Many homemakers keep thei
again this year, acCording to Leo pantries well-stocked with canned
W. Smith, of the U. S. Departevaporated milk. One popular use
ment of Agriculture's Food Disfor it is the making of whipped
tribution division.
Manufacturing plants produced topping for desserts. To whip it,
more than 647 million gallons last the USDA suggests that it be used
year, and the output for 1956 was in its undiluted form, and
more then 640 million gallons. No
thoroughly chilled. Use a chilled
one knows just how many more
were frozen in freezer compart- bowl and a chilled beater. Sugar
ments and old-fashioned hand may be added for flavor at the end
freezers.
of the whipping period.
In addition to ice cream, Mr. A good flow of fresh vegetables
Smith said that milk and other is also promised during June, and
dairy products will top the list horeemakers should find an abundof the Department's June list of ant supply of snap beans, tomatplentiful foods.
toes, cabbage, cucumbers and celThe plentiful supply of milk at ery in the stores if favorable growthis season will assure home- ing weather continues.
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vio on a/Lug(
by Terry Trainer & Toni Talbot
And so, we're on our way to
Mexico. Two gals on a joyous
junket, filled with a sense of
high adventure, and ahead of
us
funfilled, carefree days.
Only someone forgot to mention, for carefree travel, how
much care there has to be in
preparation. Take health protection_ Packing a basic health
kit for travellers makes excellent sense, so that one can be
aura to enjoy a vacation. The
standard items every one more
or less remembers. But there is
one particularly
— sometimes
forgotten —
which from bitter experience
we know is
necessary. With
all the traveling
we're to do by
car, boat and
plane, we're
packing Bonadettes, an antimotion sickness remedy, protection against all the unrest and
'nausea that constant travel may
bring. We're delighted to learn
that a single tablet protects us
for 24 hours. Let Angela, our
car, sway as she will, let mountain roads and winding curves
loom up before us, we're going
to be fortified.
We're trying to follow the
advice of experts ... and what
to pack is a major problem.
We're just beginning to find
out that the adage about travel
holds true: Place on the bed
all of the absolutely minimum
essential clothes you must have;
also place on the bed all of the
money you're planning to take.
Then pack one half of the
clothes and double the money,
and the trip is practical.
And, for city dwellers such
Its we, other hazards loom
large above us. We're not sure
whether the nightmarish size
of the bugs we
expect to meet
Is anywhere
near true. But .•
travel authorities, sportsmen,
and other "bugbait" people of
our acquaintance have
strongly recommended a good insect repellent,
"6-12", for all our insect en.
esmaters. One of the things that

delights us about it is that we
found it to be the only anti-bug
preparation which will not
dissolve nylon stockings when
sprayed. We expect to slip quietly into sleep each night on
an insect-free, sprayed, down
pillow.
But not all of our preparation
is for protection.We're planning ahead for
fun, too. We're
looking forward
to glorious suntans on Mexican
beaches, surf
riding in Acapulco and to
shopping sprees
for festive sportswear and Mexican barefoot sandals. But bare
feet also can pose a problem,
and so into our bag goes a wonderful new foot lotion that truly
lives up to its name, "Pretty
Feet". Soothing and refreshing,
it's smoothed into rough area
and feet are left clean, fragrant, soft and just as capable
of charming an admiring public
at one's feet as a well-kept
coiffure is aimed to go to an
admirer's head. We can't wait
to show off, in warm-weather
sandals, what magic it performs.
And to be sure that these experiences are captured forever,
not only in our memories of the
trip, but for the record, too,
we're taking diaries, cameras,
and tape recorders galore. And,
because we've always wanted to
try sketching — and hope that
the wonderful Mexican climate
and atmosphere will bring out
more talent in us--we're packing drawing hoards and those
fine Venus coloring pencils,
feeling assured
that what's good
for the professionals can help
us amateurs,
too.
The Venus
statue, incidentally, might help
us in still another way. With
the prospects ahead of delicious,
but oh so weight-putting-on
Mexican food, we're hoping that
that famous symbol of beauty'
will remind us that to be lovely,
ladies must say "no" occasionally (to second helpings, of
course). With all our preparations, we wonder . . . carefree
travel? . . . But carefree or no,
we're on our way.

was as follows: Boiled Ham,
French potato salad, Stuffed Olives, Celery, French cream dressing, English Peas in the nest, Hot
rolls with butter. Desert included
cherry pie and coffee.
PRAISED FOR ACHIEVEMENTS
The Silhouettes are to be praised
for their outstanding achievements,
exemplifying good leadership in
the community..Not simply because
of the finiancial aspect, but because they have given great courage as well as tremendous inspiration to the members of the Jackson, Tenn., alumni Chapter of
Alpha Psi fraternity.
3,000 at the First Church of De- Kappa
liverance pastored by Rev. Clar- Among those present were:
ence Cobb, a former Memphian. Prof. and Mrs. Roy Bonds,
The message was heard over the Brownsville, Tenn.; Dean and Mrs.
Perpener, Jackson, Tenn. Lane
Chicago network.
College; Prof. Williaan Jackson,
FETED AT BRUNCH
also of Jackson and Lane College;
The minister was complimented
Prof. and Mrs. John II. Parrish,
after the services with a brunch
f
sion and Bride's Room of the lunch at Gladys Luncheonette. of Jackson; Prof. and Mrs. DonaldANTIOCH BAPTIST
and
A Layman League program will sanctuary.
Guest ministers were Rev. P. Per- son, Brighton, Tenn.; Prof.
The stated meeting of the Mem- ry of Universal Baptist, Rev. Mrs. James Harrison, Grand Juncbe held at the Antioch Baptist
phis Presbytery will be held at
Moore of Fair Baptist, tion, Tenn.; Prof. and Mrs. Majors
church of 1377 N. Bellevue, Mon- July 15. All members are ask- David H.
Rev. A. L, Battle, associate mini- Garrett, Whiteville, Tenn.; Prof.
A food expert says the thickness
day at 7;30 p. m. Rev. W. C. ed to help entertain the Memphis ster and Rev. C. T, Nelson of and Mrs. Pratt, Bolivar, Tenn.;
of an egg's shell has little to do
Thomas, Jr., will be the guest Presbytery.
Memphis who accompanied Rev. Prof. and Mrs. R. L. Radford,
With its quality.
Trenton, Tenn.; Prof. and Mrs.
Stephens on his trip.
speaker. Ile will be introduced by CENTENARY METHODIST
"In most cases," says Miss Cora
Communion will be administerRev. Stephens was the guest of W. L. Burnett, of Trenton; Prof.
A, R. Burnley.
Rev.
ed during the morning and evening
Miller, assistant
professor
of
Mrs. Nathaniel Tenn. of
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Holcomb at and
Supplementing Rev. Thomas' ad- services at the Centenary Metfoods at the University of Calitheir well-appointed home on Indi- Trenton; Prof. and Mrs. J. T.
hodist
church
Sunday.
proSeat, of Trenton; Prof. and Mrs.
ana ave.
fornia at Los Angeles, "the thick- dress will be a well-planned
Other services will be regular.
talent. ParThe young minister Is the as- W. L. Burnett jr., of Trenton;
ness of the shell is determined gram of outstanding
the
pas.
Rev.
D.
Grisham
is
M.
ticipants will be Lewis M. Fields,
sistant pastor at Ebenezer Bap- Dr. and Mrs. 0. W. Boush, of
by the size of the parent.
tor.
Miss Addle B. Davis, Miss Mary
Trenton.
tist church ,of 114 Henry.
"Large chickens, such as Rhode Robinson, J. C. Neely, Israel Reed, SUMMERFIELD BAPTIST
treasA
contest
to
increase
the
and
Sherrod
Bell
Island Reds and White Wyna- ir., Miss Willie
ury of the church, Million Dollar
dottes, produce thick-shelled eggs. Bennie 'Howard. Alonzo Black, CurHerring and Bennie Howard Wedding, will culminate Sunday at
The thickness of the shell seldom tis
heading the finance commit- 7:30 p. m. All competitors, re-,
tells anything about the quality of are
ferred to as brides, will make
tee.
the egg."
Rev. Brady Johnson is the minis- their reports The winner will he
Miss Miller also offered a few ter.
selected from the young people's
choir.
comments on the age-old quesPARKW411' GARDENS
Lou: "What is a fresh egg?"
DANGER OF PETTING
PRESBYTERIAN
The answer, she says is deterRev. E, H. Stephens a newly
At the Parkway Gardens Presordained minister of the city
mined more by the egg's environbyterian church Sunday, Circle
had the privilege and honor of
mental conditions than by age.
Number Three is sponsoring a tea
speaking at two of Chicago's most
She adds:
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. P. well-known sanctuaries, recently.
"Eggs stored from six to nine L. Buford of 1332 .S. Parkway
The
young minister was invited
months in close-to-freezing tem- E. The tea will benefit the Sesto that city as guest speaker for
peratures may be fresher than
Youth Day at the St. Mark church.
eggs bought directly from the
COTTONS LOOK LIKE SILK
His subject was, "What Is Love?
chicken ranch which have been
— The Danger of Petting and Fall
stored for a couple of days in a
Pick a bouquet! This is the sea- log in Love
at An Early Age."
hot room."
son to do it — in polished cottons
Rev Stephens spoke, also, to a
Miss Miller says egg candlers, that look like silk, they're so soft congregation of approximately
In determining freshness, use the in the hand, and In fashions that
thinness of the albumen as one of range from sportswear separates
their criteria. Eggs whose album- to late-day dresses. St. Louis deen are thin, no matter what the signers feature these new flower
reason are graded down in the prints in a wide choice of patterns
freshness category, she says.
and colors. The colors are subtly
blended for a one color effect and
You can fancy up cucumbers by the prints all are happily new!
running the tines of a fork over One such print in your summer
the whole peeled vegetable before wordrobe can brighten a whole
slicing it. The result is a scal- fashion season. This is the year to
loped edge.
try it!

Egg Shell
No Test
uality

JEFFERSON CITY — Miss
Dolly A. McPherson, a member of the English department faculty at Lincoln university (Mo
ha- been notified by the Dept
ment of State of her selection as
one of 400 persons granted Fullbright scholarships *o teach abroad
during the coming school year.
Miss McPherson, whose assignment begins September, 1058, will
teach English in the Netherlands.
The basic purpose of the Fulbright program is to increase good
will and understanding between
the people of the United States
and the people of other countries
through the exchange of students,
teachers, university lecturers, and
research scholars.
Miss McPherson has been employed at Lincoln since September 1950 as an assistant professor
of English.
She received her master's degree from Boston university.
She has done additional stuciy at
the University of Washington in
Seattle.

Gives Address •
Dr. Burroughs
TULSA, Okla. — Speaker at First
Baptist church recent 17th annual Woman's Day program was
Dr. Nannie Helen Burroughs, of
Washington, D. C., one of the outstanding women today.
Active in many organizations,
by Dr. M. J. Brockway, president
of the Oklahoma Wcman's Baptist
convention. Mrs. M. M. Mann,
president of the Missionary So.
ciety, presided. The Rev. Calvin
K. Stalnaker is pastor of the
church.
SHORT JACKET LOOK
The short jacket look in suits
gives new expression to the relaxed look for Spring. Gently full
In back and smartly caught into
an oval shape, these new suits
have a different shape — a 1
of casual ease that sets this
son apart. St. Louis suitmaker
specializing in young fashions,
present these short jacket suits in
a variety of fabrics that appeal
especially to the young figure.
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
BUY IT!

THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Kentucky Strettht Bourbon Mary • 6 Yee.
90 Prue •Oliecient Al
,Ditt. CO.. frinK/Orte

WHICH?

Big Star Specials
The first winners in Big Star's receive the RCA portable televicurren* Shower of Prizes are an- sion set, the two 50 gallons of
Pure
nounced this week in the store's
advertisement in this newspaper, Premium gasoline, or the all exand there are three more weeks in pense paid vacation to the mountain
which prizes are going to be given resort. There is also an Amelia
Earhart travel case that will be
away.
Though you may find it difficult awarded to some lucky person.
to not take advantage of the food In order to win tomorrow, you
bargains offered in the Big Star should register today. It only takes
stores, no purchase is necessary to one blank to win.
register for the gifts, and you may
register as often as you like.
Peron: living in t h e LeMoyne
Garden area can now register a
the Big Star store operated by the
Pretti brothers on Porter at., and
who knows just what lucky persons
might be selected this week?
You can become eligible to win
the Renault car, a Singer sewing
machine one of the five automatic
why people Ilk.
There Is •
barbecue grills, or the $50 gift cer- Pe de Imminente with us. Yee, tmo
tificate to Youngtown, Memphis.
will lik• our courtettue treatment
Or you just might be chosen to sad desire to no:p you.
"Open Thuritlay end Pridlity
Nights 1)ntll 9,00 P.M.
Saturdiryi 9.00 co 1:00

LOANS

SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
((CORDS 501 IIVIITONI
III Poplar at Loonier/ale
Othotm ,A 11311411

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Herne (hones
Home Opatroted
now* JA 5-7611

Millions of women say
"LYSOL" is best!

...and what are telephones made of?

Millions of women know that
vinegar can't do the job the
way "Lysol" can.
Dials and digits and curly cords? Cables and
They know "Lysol" is best for
douching because . •

poles and miles of wire? No—that's

•
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not what telephones are really made of.

1. "Lysol" stops odor at its
source.

Telephones are made of joy and fun and

2. "Lysol" kills odor-causing
germs on contact.

too. A small boy calling his pal. A great-aunt

getting together. Of shrieks of glee and soft talk,

3. "Lysol" keeps you sweet
and nice inside.

smiling because somebody remembered.

"Lysol" brand disinfectant is
mild. Can't hurt you. Try it.

Quick hellos and long goodbyes.

A recipe's success, a new promotion.

Yes, telephones are made of all these—and
of the desire of the people behind your
Free! Booklet on
douching. Write to
"Lysol," Lincoln,
Illinois, Box 00.
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phone to make it always more
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MALLORY KNIGHTS' QUEEN
The Mallory Knights are
--711aren at the banquet-luncheon
!
given in honor of their queen.
Miss Virginia Williams, and

her escorts, Miss Delores
Jones and Miss Mary Ann
Julian. Standing. lett to light
are: David Bramlett, Roddig
Becton, Harry L. Strong, Rev.

D. L. herring, Dero Mosley
and Res. B M. Denily. Seated left to right are: Miss
Mary Ann Julian, Wiiss 011a
Young, Miss Roby Young, the

queen, Miss Virginia Ann Williams; Mrs. Pearl Mosley, Mrs,
Melba Demly, Mrs. Russell Tty•
lor, Rev Russell Taylor, Miss
Ruth Burgess and C. Miller.

One Singer Sewing Machine —
the Greatest Ever Built

FINE BARBECUE GRILLS —
Electric Motor, keeps meat
turning.

thlE1.1%
ONE
EARHART
BEAUTY TRAVELER — with
cosmetics.

ONE RENAULT CAR—So Easy
To Drive, So Easy Oa Gas
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
LANE HONORS
Rev. Phillip E. Brook of Memphis. class of '28 gave the bene
BISHOP AND MRS. P. R. SHY
Thursday evening. May 22, Lane diction.
college honored Bishop and Mrs. ALUMNI BANQUET
The Business session of the alum.
P. R. Shy in a very impressive
program in the college chapel at ni took place at 7 p. in. in the
chapel followed by the
Shy
college
to
Bishop
p. m. The tribute
read as follows: "Your election Alumni banquet at 8 p. m. in the
to the Episcopacy in the great cafeteria. Mr. John Ernest AnderMethodist Episcopal Church is son, class of 1908 of St. Louis,
cause for deep satisfaction be- h10., delivered the banquet ad.
cause for deep satisfaction because dress. The alumni felt honored
.',Szvlagkqjpywfme shrdlu nioate by the presence of Dr. Carrie A.
his office lends itself to broader Pembrook Bickers, sponsor of the
.rvices to mankind. The CME class of 1938 of which the Lane
church is to he congratulated upon college president was a member.
obtaining the services of so able Dr. Bickers is now professor of
and deserving a man as you. Your English at Arkansas State.
Miss Darlene ilutson, National
accomplishments here at Lane college and in the city of Jackson Alumni president, accepted the
will serve as an inspiration, for class of 1958. Recognition of guests
many years to come, to the men was by Mrs. E. M. Perry, secrearid women with whom you have tary to the alumni. Remarks were
given by several including Miss
worked so effectively.
''May God's richest blessings Freddie L. Clark, president of
reel upon you and yours as you the Pre-Alumni club on the campus. Mrs. Edna White, local alumenter your new field of labor."
I.IBRARIAN TAKES BRIDE—
The invocation was given by ni president, presided.
Miss Anderwnetta Hawkins beDr G. H. Carter of the C. M. E. Sunday the graduates heard the
came the blide in William E.
Publishing House in Jackson. baccalaureate sermon delivered by
Jones in a ceremony on SaturGreetings came from Dean J. 0. Chaplain Alfred E. McWilliams,
day evening, May 24, at MetroPerpener, representing Lane col- Lt. Col. of the U. S. Air Force.
politan Baptist church. with
lege; Mr. C. Robinson, sr., repre- Williams AFB, Ariz., who is an
the pastor, Rev. S. A. Owens
senting St. Paul CME church; alumnus of Lane.
Rev. W. G. Terry, the Interdenom
President and Mrs. Kirkendol
inational Ministers Alliance; Mr. were at homg to graduates. alum
N. Berry. sr., the Jackson ni, and parents at 5:30 p. m.
'ity Teachers; Dr. I. L. Hildreth, DEGREES CONFERRED
the Lane College Board of TrusMonday, degrees were conferred
tees: Mrs. Edna White, the Jack- upon 44 students by the president
Darlene
Miss
son Alumni Assn.;
of the college after they heard the
Hutson, the National Alumni As- address by Dr. James P. Braw
Miss Cora Elizabeth Isabel has
Stuthe
White.
Dan
Mr.
sociation:
ley. president of Clark college in announced plans of her forthcomdent Council; Dr. U. Z. McKin- Atlanta., Ga.
ing wedding to McCann L. Reid
non, Phillips School of Theology;
Receivine the honorary degree which will take place Sunday, June
Mr. F. T. Jeans, the Finance De- Doctor of Divinity, was Chaplain
8, at Collins Chapel CME church
partment of the CME church; and Alfred McWilliams And so anothat 4 o. m. Officiating will be Eld•
Dr. G. H. Carter, the Publishing er year passes and others join
er W, W. Fordham, president of
Department of the CME church. the field of contributions in edu•
the South Central Conference of
Music was furnished by the Lane cation.
Seventh Day Adventists,
College choir and the Ladies En- MERRY GRADUATES
Miss Isabel is the daughter
semble. President C. A. KirkenSunday afternoon Rev. W. G. of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Isapresided.
doll
Terry, pastor of First Baptist bel of 772 Hanley st.. who anFollowing the program over1.000 church delivered the Vesper sec•
nounced the engagement last Janu'guests passed through the re- mon to Merry High school seniors. ary. Mr. Reid is the son of Mr.
ceiving line formed in the college Music for the occasion was furnish- and Mrs. Jesse J. Reid, sr., of
cafeteria to shake the hand of the ed by the glee club and the band.
newly elected Bis,hop. All guests Tuesday evening 94 seniors refrom four to five days and the
were then served baked turkey, ceived their diplomas from Corn.:
big event climaxing the balls this
bed ham and all the trimmings missioner Ben Langford, The,
year will be the grand ball with
on the glorious occasion.
salutatory address was given by the mighty Count Basic as guest
During Bishop Shy's tenure in Miss Shirley Ann Winston with the
orchestra. Can't wait to hear about
'Jackson he has served as in- valedictory address being given by
structor of the Social Sciences at Miss Doyce Dale Lee. The theme the wonderful time.
Don't forget to let me hear about
ane college, Dean of the College of the program was "America
rid acting President at the death Speaks to Her People." The oc- those vacation plans.
of.the noted President J. F. Lane. casion proved a joyous one for
At the time of his elevation he was the graduates but the program
pastor of St. Paul CME church, a carried a rather sad spot. Two
teacher at Lane college and serv- leaders with the City Education
ed as the Dean of Men of the Denartment were presented fare.
campus. Jacksonians showed by well gifts. Miss Darlene Huttheir presence their best wishes son, city supervisor, leaves at the
for the continued success of Bis- end of the summer to assume the
hop and Mrs. Shy.
position of associate professor of
COMMENCEMENT HELD
education at A di I State uni' Friday began the 76th session verity along with field work with
of the Commencement exercises the state department. Mr. D. E.
at Lane college with class day Ray, superintendent of city schools
and awards night ceremonies. Sat- retires at the close of the fiscal
Deasy was alumni day. At 12 noon year. These two personalities will
the:pilgrimage to the grave of be greatly missed.
tlitiounder took place. Remarks HERE AND THERE
Among those in town for graduIsere given by Dr. I. L. Hildreth,
etre! of '38 which was one of the ation were Dr. and Mrs. James
lesnered classes this session. Mrs Utley of St. Louis. Mo. Miss
and
CM) Brooks Boyd. class of '48. Rosielyn Utley of Chicago. Ill.,
sr..;
pfiEed the wreath on the grave. Attorney Thomas H. Countee,
Mrs
and
Dr.
C.
of Washington. D.
Utley and Attorney Countee artall graduates of Lane college. Miss
D'On't Sell Yourself Short!
Utley is an alumnus of Merry'
ftgression- Depression Pool Busmen
Isceptirnal High Earnings
High school and is presently enPart•Time-Work
rolled in the School of Nursing in
For Added income
Chicago.
Also in Jackson last week were
Reliable party or persons male or
"male wanted for this area in handle
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Thomas. nee
.he world famous R C A. Tirl..EVISION
met RAMO TT,YR5'.8 sold throne, nor
June Spann. They were enroute
modern t•iy• rube feeling and
to Georgia from Nashville. Tenn.,
•-•rchandlaing units Will not interfere
ivith !Our present employment.
where they are both enrolled in
o avant
, You must hide.
Fisk university. They were visit•rztio so Cash Available immediately
weekly
'42. 5 'Oar* hours
ing with Mrs. Emma Spann,
in
,hauld net up to 8600.00 ner month
Win
grandmother of Mrs. Thomas.
our spare time. This romminy
,,roO flognr101 a•Pl.tartro to full 'imp '
Leaving for New York on Wed• desired Do not &newer unless fulls
investment
and
time
nesday was Mrs. J. T. Beck. She
'Waled for the
inrorne starts Immediately
plans to resume her studies at
• flusInes• Is set up for you.
Columbia university while visiting
• We tenure locations
aolleiting or exporienre
• Arming
relatives
not neeaaaaaI.
Dr. and .Mrs. W. R. Bell sore in
.
elt,
-or pet-smut Interview In ,our
Chicago attending one of the big.
rn• plasm include phone number
ELECTRONWS
TEST
ZEST
.gest social functions to be held in
Deiremi
that city, that of The Chicagoans.
PT. LOUIS IV MO.
The affairs of this club usually last

ONE $30 Gift Certificate to
Youngtown For Fortunate Winner.

ONE Glorious 5-day All-Expense Paid Vacation For Two.

TWO Prizes of Fifty Gallons of
Famous Pure Premium Gasoline

Winners Of 1st Week
RENAULT CAR
Mrs. Victor Pitts. Millington,
Tennessee.

*CA Television
Mrs. W. R. Jones, 960 Alin•
/nehaha, Memphis.

$50 GIFT CERTIFICATE
VACATION TRIP
Mrs J. A. Wallace, 207 E,
Mrs. John Walk. 2349 Harris, /
Cherry Cr.
Memphis.
ZENITH WASHER.DRYER
Mrs. John Hitchcock. 208
Poplar, Paragould, Arkansa

performing the ceremony. Mr.
Jones is librarit,n at Owen
Junior college, and the bride
is employed as a medical technologist at E. H. Crump Mr
mortal hospital.

50 GALS. OF PURE GAS
Mrs. M. E. Pace, 820 Pearce,
Memphis

Mrs. Chester Doyle. 605 New.
port, Newport, Arkansas.

Mrs J. R. Walker, 3247 Johnson, Memphis.

BAR•B-Q GRILLS
Mrs. V. H. Rayburn, 712 W.
Quinn, Osceola, Arkansas.
Mrs. J. C. Tatum, 982 White
haven, Memphis.
Mrs. Boyd Jones, Amory,
Mississippi.

Mrs. T. C. Lacey, Holly
Springs, Mississippi.
AMELIA EARN VIIT TRAIN
CASE
Mrs. J. C. hlchlickle, Marianna, Arkansas.

ERE ARE THE PRIZES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY JUNE 12th
Yes Madam*,

Miss Isabel Reveals
Plans For Wedding

S

ONE RCA PORTABLE_ TEI.EVISION—Convenient To Carry

East -St. Louis, Ill
Serving Miss Isabel will he Mrs.
Bernice Benson of Nashville, Tenn,
as matron of honor.
Her bridesmaids will include
Mrs. Ruth Clemons, sister of the
groom, of East St. Louis, Ill.;
Miss Bernetta Smith, Airs. Dorinda Gray; Mrs. Elizabeth Sherman,
Mrs. Ruby Aldridge and Miss Bernice Strong. Ser‘ing as junior
maids will be Miss Lana Taylor
and Miss Marilyn Isabel, the latter a sister of the bride.
Many pre-nuptial events will
surround the wedding which holds
widespread interest throughout
the Mid-South.

/ANA C. PORTER

Have there been too many them make your planning easy 14 Nip brown sugar
Get that 's cup melted butter
thank you's around the house- at all Big Star Stores.
bag of Jack Sprat enriched I tsp. soda
hold lately? So often the odor
flour today anti the aroma of
of freshly baked gingerbread or spicy ginger bread will pleaBeat eggs well, add sour
those
up
can
pep
yeast bread
santly welcome Dad and the cream, molasses and sugar;
return
they
when
lagging appetites. Try it on your small-fry
stir in flour sifted with soda
it
family today! Nothing beats the home this evening. Serve
and ginger. Add melted butter
topped
cold,
or
butter
with
hot
home-cooked
fashioned
old
with and beat well. Fold in nuts
apple sauce or
meals in keeping your family with
been rolled in Jack
together.
scoops of lime sherbert—the that have
flour. Fill pans and bake
good, try it. Sprat
real
is
combination
Streamline your meals too
In 325 degree oven for 25 to 35
much and Dad and the smallminutes. This ginger bread
NUT GINGERBREAD
the
to
go
rather
fry would
will keep fresh for several days,
eggs
2
the
where
wagon
lunch
corner
made with Jack Sprat flour
time and thought has been 14 cup mol
Good eating with Jack Sprat.
used to entice them.
ki cup sifted Jack Sprat floe
Bye for now.
cup (hopped nuts
Jack Sprat, the most reliable
Jana Porte/
brand ever is waiting to help I tsp. ginger

"STARS OF TOMORROW" SHINE ON THE BIG STAR SHOW
mv.!, .1.

IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
. BUY IT.

THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Nentucty Straight Bourbon Wh.shey • b Yrs. 011
90 Proof egocient Age Dal Ca,, fragglort.$y•

OIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Colon oed Color
Combinotioni
lor Wharf anal
Orgoniantions
DEPT.
im
DOWN cutult
Pulpit, hat Cann, Toklof

icL

Ayoilobl•
OWOit
WRITE 101 FREE (518106

UNIFORMS
SPRINGER FASHION
77 Alabama 1F-,1EF-

781 N St.. NA,
Washingten 7.O.C. /Manta 7, IMMO

CHOCOLATE
MILK

ANOTHER GALA talLat show was presented to the vast Mid
South audience of 50,000 watt VVDIA as the talented youths plc.
lured above gave an excellent performance in a variety of acts.
Every Saturday morning at 11:30 the Big Star food stores of
Memphis and the Mid.South give opportunities to boys and girls
from the entire territory to perform before the big WDIS audience.
If you would like an audition try-out for this popular radio show,
you are invited to contact WDIA—the genial A. ('. Williams is
master of ceremonies. Pictured above are: Kneeling in front —
Geraldine Bernard. First row, left to right — Markum Stansbury,

Joe T. LaMondue, Thelma Davis, Clen Matthews, ID Evelyn
Grayson. Jeanette Wallace, Bernice Smith, I,ouella Prince, 011ia
Reed, Ruby Spiknes, Janice Prudent. and Herbert Marshall,
Second row — Dorothy Jones, Lola Winston, Annie Foote, Helen
Jackson, Willie M. smith, Barbara Hall, Elna Marshall, Elizabeth
Prudent, Mirties Cobb, Bettie L. Lockheart, Erma Dockery,
Emma P. Watkins, and Samuel Perkins. Third row — Glinda
Miller, Gwen Edwards. Harold Middlebrook, Roger Robinson,
David Clark. William Higgins, Richard Taylor, eager Banks and
William Willis.
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FREEPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mays were
Visited by Mr. and Mrs. James
Boyd and family. Also Mrs. Al•
berta Boyd.
DAWSON
Mrs. Mary Smith and her son-inBy BEATRICE FAIR
are
Wallace
law, Mr. Richard
Sunday school opened at the usHospital
Central
Illinois
patients of
ual hour with officers present.
In Chicago.
The junior class was taught by
Sis Carrie Phillips of Detroit little Harold Price. Rev. Gerald
held a two weeks revival meeting delivered the message at 11
here at the Church of God on St. a. m. At 2 p. m. Hopewell BapSherman ave.
tist church members motored to
' Mrs. Agnes Williams of E. Madi•- Axtel, Tex., to render services at
the
from
released
son has been
Rev. Thomas' church. At 7.30
hospital where she underwent sur- p. m. Rev. Gerald delivered annicely.
recovering
Is
other wonderful message. Subject
eeey. She
Mr. and Mrs. John Brumfield, of text: Calvary.
ar., and family of Gary were weekMr. and Mrs. Elgred McHenend visitors of their parents, Mr. ry of Dallas visited Mrs. McHenSr.,
and Mrs. John Brumfield,
ry's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sandy
Lewis, Sr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe McNair.
spent
Chicago
of
' Lornel Kellem
Mr. James Crowder was a week
mother,
his
with
end
the week
end guest of his sister, Mrs. DoroMrs. Minnie Brown.
thy Cooks.
Funeral service was held in Sec. Mrs. Wilmer Cottrell has returncod Baptist church Monday. May ed home after visiting her children
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Graduate List

Texas

Reception for seniors will be held.
Wednesday, June 11 will feature
the annual Alumni breakfast at
fi a. m. and the National Alumni
meeting.
Candidates for degrees are:
Lovell Harrison Austin, Emery
Boyd, jr., Grand Raymond Hanes.
include:
worth, Earl Alford James; Rdbert
Samuel H. Silbert, Chief jus- Edward Mitchell, Donald Richard
tice of Court of Common Pleas, Murphy, Paul Edward Ogden, jr.,
Cuyahoga County, Cleveland, 0.; and William Julius Wilson receivClark T. McConnell, atty., Cleve- ing Bachelor of Arts degrees.
land, and Allyn P. Robinson, DiThomas Lewis Black, Sandra DiMcKinley,
re'-tor, Greater New York area. ane Howard, Fred
Jews.
and
Christians
Conference of
Hughey, Lionel Bunton McPherThirty-five candiates are sched- son, Clarence Morris Payne, Thomuled to receive bachelor of arts, as Edward Taylor, Curtis Louis
science, education and divinity de- Williams and Fletcher Wilson.wiliiir
grees.
,receive Bachelor of Science deEverett R. Clinchy, jr., secre- grees.
tary, President's Committee on
Margaret Ann Fields. Lois AuGovernment Employment Policy,
drey Glass, Katheleen Eartheett
will deliver the principal comMarie Hood, EveThe Rt. Barvell, Mildred
mencement address
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J.
F.
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of
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Rev, David Simms,
Inmon, Clemme Marthell, CurAfrican Methodist church, will
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Harry James
chapel of the Living Saviour, Washington and
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Science in Education degree. WilVARIED EVENTS
Campbell, Paul BerAmong the several commence- liam Melvin
Culpepper, James Woodment week events will be the an- nard
nual prize-speaking contest at 8:15 cock Francis, Harold Connell Hugp. m. Monday, June 9. On Tues- gins, Robert Lee Pruitt, Alexandday. JuneI0, the annual trustee er Stephens, Joseph Walker Storm
board meeting will convene. In the jr., and I. V. Tolbert will receive
evening of June 10 the President's degrees in Bachelor of Divinity.

WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Three
prominent citizens will be award100th
ed honorary degrees at the
commencement exercises of Wilberforce university on June 12, in
Jones auditorium, Shorter hall.
Honorary degree recipients will
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Music and
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By THEODORR C. STONI

ctaEtion Bible School will be
a'alN
WAR
The annual music festival of the
held at the Bethel AME church,
Slay 31 through June 11. A parade Chicago Musical Association will
will mark the opening of the School
be staged at Monumental BapSaturday. May 31, at 10 a.m.
tist church, 729 E. Oakwood blvd.,
tub
big
a
parade,
the
Following
for three days starting with the
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NEW ORLEANS — Alexander lic organization, and is presently
which time gifted young musicians
be
will
school
the
for
daily
Hours
Tureaud. dean of Negro law- the national attorney for The orstudents of teacher-members
from 9 a. m. to 12 noon. Classes and
yers here and veteran civil rights ganization.
will be heard.
for ail children of the association
provided
be
will
of
napositions
in
the Pelican state, filed He has held
lawyer
Students ranging from tots to
and young people from nursery
this week as a candidate for U. S. tional secretary and national edithrough high school levels. The teenagers will perform and a large
drey Glass, Katheleen Earthett, tor in the same organization.
school will open daily with a gen- Youth chorus will sing, plus a
Representative from Louisiana. He is a member of the Orleans
eral assembly of all instructors, children's band trom the Cartmana
He opposes the present incumbent, Parish Progressive Voters League,
workers and pupils of all of the school of music will appear as
F Edward Herbert, who has held former president of both the los
departments sharing in the devo- guest performers on this program.
Office for the past 20 years.
cal New Orleans branch of the
tional exercises. Other daily feaSundry afternoon, at 3:30 p. M.,
Tureaud is a native of New Or- A. A. C. P. and the State branch
tures of the school will include June 1, a choral festival will be
leans and has been active in .,ivil of the same body.
and
arts
work-shop,
class study
presented in the large auditorium
rights, civic improvements, and in He belongs to the Alpha Phi
craft, studio visual aid, films-strips and Or, Rosa Page Welch, 'Goodthe welfare of the Negro public Alpha national fraternity and was
Each
recreation.
door
and out
will Ambassador,' who has sung
in general.
recently honored for meritorious
ectivities will be climaxed with a around the world will be the guest
He has acted as attorney for achievement by that body by the
fifteen minute inspiration period speaker and soloist.
practically all of the important ci- chapters in Baton Rouge.
with a guest speaker, The speakAivil rights eases in the state. His He is secretary of the Pyramid
ers are as follows for -Monday,
4111Pfirst great victory was the se- Life Insurance company and genJune 2. Rev. W. L. Strickland,
curing of equal salaries for Negro eral counsel for the New Orleans
pastor Union Hill Baptist church;
teachers.
Wednesday, June 4, Rev. George
Insurance Executives council. He
B. Hunter, pastor, First Church,
Following this was the case re- is running as an independent DemThursday, June 5, Rev, J. E. Millative to discriminatory practic- ocrat.
ton, pastor, Mt. Zion Baptist
es involved in the registration of Among the many honors heaped
church; Friday, June 6, Rev. G.
Negores in Louisiana, equal school upon Atty. Tureaud have been a
W. Smith, pastor of St. James
facilities for Negroes, adteissien public testimonial and a plaque
AME church; Monday, June 9,
of Negroes to public schools, ad- given hem by the 15 Negro owned
Mrs. D. Barnett, supervisor Warmission of Negroes to Louisiana and operated insurance companies
ren Elementary school: Tuesday.
State university law school, gradu- of New Orleans under the name of
Stith
Logan
June 10, Mrs, C. Brunson, princiate schools and to the medical the New Orleans Insurance and
High
County
at 8:30 tho
Bradley
evening
the
On Monday
pal of
school for students in nursing edu- Executives Council and an award
paper.) Sidney Ree Carter (not
dent Council. Joyce Howard,
ernmen offices. Left o right
NEW STUDENT LEADERS —
school. Dr..1-I. Il. Rhinehart, Supt. night of stars will be heard and
cation, and to the undergraduate for distinguished service given by
westvice
miserwas
elected
shown)
Southern
Texas
Miss
Billie Joe Pringle, editor of
In student election at Texas
of Bethel AME Sunday school, the noted concert pianist John
schools of Louisiana State univer- the board of trustees of Howard
dent, Student Council.
sity, and Billie Jefferson, editthe Tiger. (student yearbook;)
Southern university, these stuRev. G. T. Blackmon, pastor Austin Martin, will be the featursity and other state supported in- university.
news.
(student
StuThe
Herald
or.
president.
Andy
Anderson,
dents were elected to key goySt. John AME church Rev. E. ed soloist, while other artist memof
stitutions of higher learning.
He served as chairman for New
Rev. John Alexander, pas- bers of the association add to the
Mason,
Tureaud is married to the form- Orleans in the War Bond sales conThere were 33 graduates. M. W. Green. Plans are being ton of Oklona Circuit AME church program performance.
cipal.er Lucille Dejoie and is the ducted by the United States TreasMr. J. D. Powell's mother Is completed for welcoming the state and the pastor will share in the de- pear on the program include Chrisfather of six children and one ury Department during World War
Association which will hold its votional exercises of the morning
visiting here.
tine Stewart, dramatic soprano;
grand child.
session In Bessemer, general assemblies. Echoes from
Shirley C. R.I.
Mrs. Rosin Longmire has her 60th annual
is cor- the Vacation Bible school will Lewis Davis, tenor;
pubhc
The
3.
and
2
1,
June
daughter home from school.
sta- ley, violinist; a Quarttt which will
openthe
radio
win.
attend
local
WEST BLOCTON
to
invited
dially
the
over
given
be
Mr. Willie McNeal's home was
the popular operatic selection
Celebration of the Rising Star
at 3 p. m., on Sunday, tion, Saturday morning, June 7, sing
By PERCY BLACK
destroyed by fire Saturday night. ing session
"The Quartet from 'Rigoletto' by
Carver Junior high 10a
church was held May 18.
the
Baptist
at
1,
June
Co
is
of
Evergreen
Jacob
Joe
Mrs.
The funeral of Mrs. Fleeter SulVerdi, and a male quartet will
J. I. Cobb, principal.
Rev. John Edwards, pastor.
mencement Exercises will be sing a group of beloved Spiritin McMillian hospital. Mrs. Mc- school, Mr.
tie was in session at the Union
Mrs. Mabel Neely is president of
p. m.
Many surrounding churches took Gee is also in the hospital.
7:30
10,
June
Tuesday,
held
18.
Survivors
Baptist church May
who
the State Association,
!mother, Mrs. Sallie Cannon, of the are a son, 4 sisters, one brother, an active part in this wonderful
CANTON .
during which time all pupils
Rev. J. R. Williams, pastor of
Lillian Howard, a gifted young
uala
program.
chairman for the Bes- have attended the school will be
Sand Creek Community.
Program
By MRS. B. VARNADO
his
held
Silon
church
St.
and a host of relatives and friends.
Second
' Mrs. Celia Blount is happy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sheridan Rev. B. T. Wilson officiated. Poole Mr. Will Foster is Improving at first anniversary last Sunday. Mu- semer Association reported that given certificates of attendance. An soprano will be another soloist
refreshements will and the accompanist will Include
have as house guest her sister, are the proud parents of a baby Undertakers of Birmingham, Ala., the hospital of Tuscaloosa.
sic rendered by the First Bap- Sunday's program will feature open house and
Mr. John Brown has returned tist church of Evergreen. Rev. Dunbar High school chorus under follow the Commencement exer Clarice Saunders, Gertrude J. TayMrs. Lucinda Parker of Los An- girl, named Heidi Marie. Mrs. in
charge.
of the lor, Mrs. Stith, and Mrs. Blanche
home from the hospital, lie is do- Rev. Ilawkins, pastor.
geles and her son, Rev. Charles Sheridan is the former Dorothy
the direction of Mrs. Florida else' in the fellowship hall
Masonic Lodge No. 41 Is to cele- ing fine.
Smith Walton,
W. Blount of Memphis.'
Bishop, the daughter of Mr. and
ic
urcph.
the Carver Band di- chA
and
Wright,
the
on
is
Jacison
B.
Sorena
Mrs.
Rev. J. R. Bingham and daugh- Mrs. Jessie Bishop. Mr. and Mrs. brate St. John's Day at the Liberty BREWTON
Theodore Charles Stone, presinie will climax the School
rected by Mr. W. B. Smith. Other
Bruce
Mrs.
mother,
Her
list,
sick
a. m. dent of the association, will serve
ter of Vicksburg were recent visit- Sheridan and little daughter are Baptist church.
By ALEX AUTREY
reports included plans for a gar- Wednesday, June 11, at 10
her.
with
Is
people
young
ors in Canton.
as the festival comimmentator ashome in Chicago, Ill. Her mother, The funeral of Mrs. Caiiie Wiley,
Mr. Isiah Byrd of Georgia Is Mr. Thommle Harvey's sister den party for delegates, on Sunday, All children and
vicinity are cordial- sisted by Mrs. Dorothy Gibson,
Mrs. G. A. Carmichael and Mrs. Mrs. Lillian Bishop is visiting age 63, was held at the Banks Chanof Detroit, is visit- Mrs. Ethel Hall and Mrs. Elzora of Warren and
.,
a-.
Seger,
H.
Mrs.
in
Mc- them due to the arrival of the el AME Zion church May 18.
Julia Thurman were visitors
and Curtiss T. Jackson, vice presiMotley are serving as co-chair- ly invited to attend.
home visiting his father, Mr. Dan ing.
Comb last week end.
Survivors are sisters, brothers and Byrd and his brother, Manford and
Some 21 interested adults and
baby, her first grand child.
The Fifth Annual session of the
Mr. Forest Thomas WRS burled men, assisted by Mrs. Gertrude
for
selected
have
Mr. H. H. Young was a Can- Mrs. Theodis Rogers was a re- a host of other relatives. Rev.
Moon, Mrs. young people
National Council of Choirs, Choirniany other relatives.
Friday. He leaves his wife, Addis; McCall, Mrs. Vinnie
during
workers
ton visitor last Friday and spent cent visitor in the city last week. L. V. Sheffield officiated. The liarand
masters
and
Organists
Was
Mrs. Hattie Mae Lovelara of mother, children, three sisters and Joel. Wilson, Mrs. Armentress instructors
a few hours with the C. M. Var- While here she was guest in the calaureate program of West BlocRev. J. H. Watkins, rounded out with a mass choir
Florida was called to the bedside two brothers and many other Penny, Mrs. Lena Wiser and Mrs. the school.
will
church,
AME
nados.
Bethel
of
Humanistic
ton
seaHigh
was
Junior
pastor
in
festival Sunday afternoon, May 25,
school
home of Mrs. Rosa Stewart and
of her brother who was a victim of relatives. Funeral at Cheathman Bernice Bedell. The
The Lucy C. Jefferson Feder- Mrs Alberta Rogers. Mn. Rogers sion May 25. Song by the school a
at Clair Methodist church, at
Challengers club. Mrs. Edwina be the director.
shooting.
Chapel.
committees of the Drake and 15th at.
ated Club met with Mrs. A. L. is a former resident of Columbus chorus, "Lead Me Gently 1-tome;"
and
Les
Directors
Petite
and
president,
and Ail- Edwards,
Mrs. Ada Bradly of Springhill
Wilson
P.
Annie
Mrs.
assorecreational
Kenard Thursday afternoon.
now making her home in Jamaica, scripture by Rev. Mitchell Nails, has her son Willie home from his dren of Montgomery spent the Vingt Amies, Miss Joann Bennett, Bradley county
The three-day session get undo!.
. Mrs. Lillie Chaffee was hostess N. Y.
at ciation were named in a meeting way with hymn festival on
and prayer, scripture, first Cor- school.
Friday
week en with the Caesar Mal- president, will be in charge
at the Emma B. Miller Federated
at the Bradley county evening, at the church and
Monday,
group
On
the
party.
of
garden
the
inthians
13:1-13
Swag,
verse;
sister-in-law
is
Wilson
Mrs.
ABERDEEN
Mrs.
Southern Normal School held Its dons.
Club Thursday night. Mrs. R. V.
Modern- high school Tuesday night. A total Burnice Casimere was the
the
and
club
Dauntless
the
Our
'Lord,
Rev,
Hear
Prayer."
Maldons.
CRIMP
misthe
E.
HENRV
By
39th baccalaureate service May 25 of
Prichard had charge of recreation
by presidents of nine directors will be named. tress of ceremonies.
directed
club
istio
Craig
G.
W.
the
sermon
delisered
for
BESSEMER
service
Mr.
Robert
Funeral
with Mrs. Carndall delivering the
Mr.
are
far
so
which was enjoyed by all. The hosselected
Sallie
Mrs.
Those
This program was devoted to the
was held May 23 at St. from Matthew 28 and 28 verse; message. On May 26, commence- The Bessemer Association of Mrs. L. B. Myatt and
tess served delicious refreshments. Crump
on Alex Crockerham, Rev, J. M. Wat.
Paul Methodist church with the Subject, Press Forward. Songs, ment exercises were held at Ber- Women's clubs held its meeting Harris will act as hostesses,
Campbell,
Marshall
d
n
a
Mr.
Amies
BATESVILLE
Vingt
kins,
Les
Pastor. Rev, Rodger Walker of- "He Got The Whole Wide World gen Memorial Chapel with Rev. recentlly at Smith and Gaston Tuesday,
CariesBy CLEY W. JOINER
clubs, Mrs. L. C. Conwell Rev. W. L. Strickland, Mr.
ficiating. He leaves r wife, one in His Hands."
Carndall delivering the message. chapel with the president, Mrs. Elite
T. R.
Service at Sand Spring on the son, Adolphus; three daughters, Rev. I. P. Pressley was dinner Diplomas handed out by Mr. Flora Lewis, presiding. Impress- and Mrs. J. Mae Washington, pres• ton Alexander, jr., Mr.
Nichols,
third Sunday was nice. Rev. R. B. Mrs. Alme Pain, Mrs. Arnator guest of Mr, and Mrs. Henry Good- Young, director; Mrs. Louis, prim ive devotion was devoted by Mrs. idents will be hostesses. Reports Steppe and Mr. Louis G.
YMCA on
of the ads given by Miss Pearl general secretary of the
Dysie brought the message. The Dowdell and Mrs. Mary B. Minnis:
were
Shelton indicated Mrs. Mary Sim- the nominating committee
Heaven Bound Singers rendered two sisters. ten grandchildren and
mons and Mrs. J. It. Hollins are Mr. Clarence Schuler, Mrs. Mildred
a lovely program in the afternoon. a host of other relatives and
Sirs.
leading in solicitation. Mrs. Flori- Smith, Mr. Joe Althiemer,
Rev. G. W. Middleton was guest friends to mourn his aassing.
Patsy
da Hudson and Mrs. Lillian Arnold, Thereatha Harding, Mrs.
speaker.
White and Hannah in charge - with
chairmen of the housing commit- York, Mrs. Mary Ellis, Mrs. Rose
Regular preaching service at burial in Odd Fellows Rest.
Collins,
tee are soliciting cooperation in G. McKay, Mrs. Rennie
New Hope M. B. was fine. Also Commencement service was held
W.
this endeavor, Mrs. C. L. Addi- Mr. J. D. Johnson and Rev. G.
Mother's Day program. The pas- Thursday night at Vine Street
son, Mrs. Bessie Cook and Mrs. Smith, advisor; Rev. E. H. Hicks,
tor, Rev. W. L. Brown did the High with 72 graduates receivGertie Hope reported on souvenirs. parliamentarian; Mrs. G. M. Ride.
preaching.
ing diplomas,
memM. B. Brown, reporter.
Funeral for Miss Annie Jones
Mrs.
out, reporter. Those on the
Rev. Joe West Clay and son
Mr. Wilwas held Monday at the North motored to Javkson, Miss., to atMr. and Mrs. Nathan Payne Of bership committee are
Clyde
Hopewell M. B. church.
Birmingham are week end guests liam Martin, Ira Steppe, Mrs.
tend the graduation of his son,
Rachael Elliot,
STARK VILLE
of their mother and mother-in-law, Jenkins, Mrs.
Harvey, who graduated from JackBy FANNIE MOORE
Henrietta Momon, Mrs. Zetta, Lee
Mrs. Ida Pasley.
son college.
Mrs. Willie Williams,
Mr. ^nd Mrs. P. W. Pullins of
Funeral service was held for
The 15th anniversary of the No. Campbell and
ORITA R. WILSON
committee includes
Nashville, Tenn., spent the week Mrs. Vette Ward at Hebron Bap.
2 choir of the Old St. Paul Baptist The Finance
Hunter, Rev. J. B.
end in Starkville. While here they list church with Rev. Evens ofchurch was observed May 18. Mr. Rev. George G.
of famous hymns and the
singing
Sandy York, Mr.
dirvere guests in the home of Mr. ficiating. She leaves one daughter,
Eddie Williams, master of cere- Alexander, Mr.
G. T. Black- various choirs represented in the
Rev.
pasFeaster,
Bryant,
S.
J.
F.
Mrs. Walter Ward on Whitfield two sons and a host of other relaJ.
Rev.
monies.
and Council joinel in singing these
mon, Mrs. Dorothea Barnett
it. Mr. Pullins is a former resi- tives and friends to mourn her
tor.
of Hermitage, Ark. hymns as directed by director
Phillips
Otis
from
dent of this city.
passing. White and Hannah in
graduate
The following will
members of the group.
Others who will serve are Mr. EdMrs. ',ens Boone of Baltimore, charge with burial in Cedar Grove
practical nursing at Dunbar high
Following the second day deColen, Mrs. Velma Dantzler.
die
presiDavis,
Md., spent Mother's Day with her cemetery.
Mae
Ella
school:
voted to clinics, discussions and
Mrs. Alice Crawford, Clarence
dent; Izetta Johnson, vice presiconcert of original
Johnson, jr., Mr. Sherman Jones, workshops, a
dent; Gertrude Lynch, secreBer- compositions by Lena McLin, was
Mrs,
Brunson,
C.
T.
Mrs.
tary; Ethel Cross, Vera Hill, Lena
that evening.
nice Cabean, Mrs. Bernice Butler, presented
Dancy, Jessie Burrell, Ernestine
Mrs: McLin, a graduate Of SpelHooper, Mrs. Mary
Bertha
Mrs.
Jrnna
and
Thomas, Edna Brown
who has studied
man college,
Neely, Mrs. Annie B. Trotter, Mrs.
of the St. John Independent MethAmerican Conservatory,
Miranda Stalling, Rev. S. P. Spot at the
instructor.
school Teacher of the Year was
CLARKSVILLE
Mrs. N. C. Bass, Mrs. Jim- presented among her creative
Mrs. Ethel Harper spent Moth- wood,
By EDWARD H. BROWN
born in Berea, Ky. Mrs. Clay is
Goins, Mrs. Moree Allison and works solos for voice; piano solos,
my
vaextended
an
and
er's Day
Rev. A. L. Campbell, pastor of the fourth child in a family of
Warren Strickland.
anthems and hymns as well as an
cation in Cleveland with her daugh- Mrs.
the Berean Baptist church, Jack-1
The group will meet again next arrangement of the Spiritual "New
sons-in-law; Rev. and
and five girls. She reboys
four
and
ters
be preplease
so
son. Tenn., delivered the bacc.inight,
Tuesday
and
Born King."
Mrs. Edward Small, Mr.
laurate sermon at Burt High school , ceived, her early education in
The choir festival which climaxMrs. Richard Lewis and Mr. and sent.
Otis Green and ed the session held Sunday, May
Mrs.
Sunday night, May 25. Introduction I Middletown School of Madison
and
Mr.
Mrs. Herman Turner.
York of Chicago, 25, was highlighted with an inspirReola
of the speaker was made by prin- County after finishing the 8th grade
Mrs.
celebratMiss Learlee Turner
some time in the home of ational message on the history of
cipal. E. Shelton of Cobb Element- she went to Lincoln Ridge, Lincoln
ed her 21st birthday, Thursday, spent
Mrs. Andrew Douglas of hymns, by the Rev. Hyman B.
and
Mr.
any school. There are 77 gradu1958.
May 1,
Ridge, Ky. Mrs. Clay graduated
visiting here they Mills, pastor of St. Mary AMR
ates in Burt High this year. 39
Small observed Warren. While
Tereatha
Mrs.
spent some time in the homes church, as the main speaker.
boys and 38 girls. Lullavee R. from Fisk university in 1922, with
May 4, 1958.
birthday,
her
other relatives and friends.
Brooks is salutatorian and John A. B., "Magna cum Laud" degree.
Mrs. Wilson, president of the
The fifth anniversary of Rev. J. of
Mrs. Clay has done graduate study
Council led the large gathering of
E. Campbell, valedictorian.
will be observed at the
Gibson
H.
R.
Rev.
Galcemetery.
in one of the selections and
choirs
church,
The Cobb School faculty selected at A & I State university, Fisk,
ment, Lincoln
Mt. Canaan Baptist
presented citations for 25 years of
Mrs. .dary B. Sleigh as their Hampton Institute. University of
Ala., Sunday, June 15, 1938. L. Starkey, Nestor.
lion,
teacher of the Year. Mrs. Sleigh Cincinnati and the University of
The pastor officers and members service to choir members who had
Anniversary sermon, Rev. C. MurMeth- been selected to receive the Counwas born in Humboldt, Tenn. She Denver. Mrs. Clay was the first
dock, pastor of Oak St. Baptist of the St. JOHN Independent
the cil's award.
Masreceived the first ten years of Negro woman to receive a
church, Birmingham, Ala, Al- odist church worshipped with
•••
Mace
Peay
her education in the public schools ters Degree from Austin
ternate, Rev. C. Nixon; solo, officers and members of the
cele- SING 'MIKADO' SOON
pf that city and completed her State college. This Degree was reSister Sarah Moore; Des. C. S. (Ionia Baptist church in the
anniversary
Gilbert-Sullivan's popular Mika.
Forman, county agent, master of bration of the ninth
high school education at A&I State ceived at the dose of the 1957
Strow- do of Japan will be presented
ceremonies: visiting churches Gil- of their pastor, Rev. B. B.
university. Nashville, Tenn. She Summer Session in the field of
Jones by the Choral Silhouettes, the prize
field, St. Luke, St. Paul, Evening der. Sermon by Revs. H.
received her It. S. degree and did Education. Mrs. Clay began her
winning choral ensemble, at Linstar, Hopewell, Tarbern a g 1 e, and Rev. B. J. Long.
her graduate work at the same teaching career at Burt High
Mr. and Mrs. Cassie Shells are ctiln Center, 700 E. Oakwood blvd.,
Christian Chapel of Demopolis and
university and has been teaching school in the fall of 1922. She is
a fine Saturday and Sunday, June 7-8, at
Pastor N. J. Bowser, Lovely Bap- the happy grand parents of
in the city school system since 1945. an instructor in the Language Arts
bron 8 p. m.
tist church, St. Paul of Demopo- baby boy, Antonio L. Taylor,
Mrs. Sleigh teaches the first department, a department in which
son-in-law,
Bap- to their daughter and
Under the directinn of Bernard
Beulah
teaching.
and
her
Grove
of
all
Pine
has
done
lis,
she
aids
teaching
to
grade In addition
Moth Adams, the featured soloists will
tist. Two buses will leave Oak Mr. and Mrs. Willie Taylor.
and materials furnished by the Mrs. Clay is a member of the 5th
fine.
be
are
George Stacker the Mikado;)
st. Baptist church Sunday. June er and baby
board of education other teaching tea ard Baptist church and has servMrs. Rosie Fletcher will soon George Nearing (Nanki-Poo) and
15, at 7 a. m. Rev. J. II. Gibson,
aids and mategals have been pur- es as church clerk for more than
undergo surgery at the Lloyd No. Adams will sing the role of ho Ko.
Wes ('asimere, Galvesten.
Ph.; Glaris Smith, Miami,
pastor.
IENNTT GRADS — These
chased by her to increase the 25 years. She is now serving as
Cast as Pooh Bah will be %Yd.
Texas; Frances Thurston, MiFla.; Anna Ferguson, SavanFuneral rites for Mrs. Alonzarine Ian hospital.
graduates of Bennett concise.
learning experiences of her pupils. superintendent of the Sunday school
ami. Fla.. and Mattie Horton,
Willie Earl Patrick was honored liam Smith; Pish Tush, Lawson
nah. Ga.. Janet Dailey, HousPenny McLin were held at the AnGreensboro, N. C., hail from
Mrs. Sleigh is the wife of Prof. and is affiliated with a number
Albany, Ga. Second row: Beuton, Texas. and Kathryn Fostioch Baptist church. Eulogy by with a surprise birthday party on Matthews and Yum-Yum will be
Florida, Mississippi and Tex
Charles Sleigh, vocation instruc- of social and civic clubs. Her hoblah Demons. Tomson, Ga.;
Rev. R. L. Starkey. Smith and May 24. given by his parents, Mr. suing by Dorothy Fmister and Stater, Jacksonville, Fla.
Print row from left: Doby Is collecting salt and pepper
tor, St. Louis, Nita
dia Tousians.
Hopkins.
Miami,
Patricia
Gaston funeral directors. Inter. and Mrs. Willie Patrick.
lin. Hattie W. Clay. Burt High shakers.
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By DOLORES CALVIN
•
schools, there has been surprising ministration to find short term and
By MARY HERRICK
Before any discussion of what
The core of the American dream ly little disturbance, and a gencr long term answers in keeping the school system can and should
NEW YORK — (CNS) — Dizzy
Is equality of opportunity. In the al settling in a accepted new pat with the spirit of the Supreme do to effect this situation, it
Gillespie, abroad, is still wonderbeginning of our history, free tern. In great cities like Washing- Court decision Opinions differ in would make sense to note how
ing who took his big black bop
land furnished equal opportunity ton, D. C.. Baltimore and St. Lou- evaluation of the progress made segregated living and schooling afglasses. . .Somebody swiped them
for a new life to millions front is, the separation has gone and so far; but important action has fect children.
the old world. As we became an the grossing together has begun. been taken and the schools have
as a souvenir. . .Good thing Dizzy
First of all, segregation in school
urban industrial nation, free pubNot all the problems created at least assumed publicly their experiences harms all children,
carries a spare. . .Diahann Carlic education through prima ry by centuries of limited 'opportu- share in solving the vast human not just those who seem disprivil
roll has a new album out — for
grades, then through high schools, nity are solved, but these prob- problem of making the opportuni- eged. Any inability of any of our
Vik — called "Best Beat Forward'
and now through great public uni- lems will be now solved for all ties offered by public education children to accept all kinds of huversities has become the means children together. There is st Il really equal.
and it's fast becoming a "beat
man beings on their merits, beThe Chicago Branch of the cause their own experience with
and measure of equality of oppor- segregated housing in these citbet" around town. . .The girl has
tunity for the people of the United ies. There is still poverty a nd NAACP and the Chicago Urban people have been provincial an d
much taste and plenty of talent
lack of skill. There is still un- League have rendered a signifi- limited, is as crippling to their
States,
—and she does her singing in
employopportunity
for
equal
cent
service
to
the
city
in
pointpersonalities as the bound feet of
If opportunity for education Is
Fifth Avenue style. . .
not equal, says the Supreme Court ment. But no longer is a Negro ing out our delay in facing the the Chinese woman of older days.
Carmen McRae, who we
law
from
child
any
shut
out
by
implications
of
segregation
f
o
r
Any habitual sense of unreal supof the United States, then equality
Lane college alumni and a
ond from lefty were- Prof. 3cm!) AT LANE — President
these balloon dresses with great
of opportunity does not exist. opportunity offered other children Chicago's ,children. The Chicago eriority, not based on fact, may
exthe
instructor
Pemduring
former
('.
A.
(shown
E. -Anderson, Dr.
C. A. Kirkendoll
Moreover if groups of children by law, nor from ell association Board of Education has now ap- becloud honest judgment in a 11
ease, in St. Louis for a week at
commencement exercises at
brook, Mrs. Hattie Utley, and
treme left) presented meritoriare separated on the basis of ar- with other children. Yet in these pointed a committee to recom- areas of life.
the Peacock.. .Cab Calloway, who
Receivschool
last
of
week.
the
Counlee.
the
members
Tbonias
to
Atty.
awards
ous
housmend a formal policy on which COMMON CULTURE
bitrary distinctions such as skin cities, however, segregated
ing the awards (beginning Sec.
thrilled TV viewers by doing his
color which are meaningless in ing and low economic status still the board and the school adminisLife is richer in America beold time favorite "Minnie T h
the education process, equality of result in some schools in which tration shall base future decis- cause many kinds of people have
opportunity does not exist even all or most of the children are ions.
contributed to a common culture, older school buildings, built for a dren live, but it is almost certain such shared experiences where- Moocher" on the Tonight Show—
The Chicago Teachers Union, the and share it and enjoy it. And in less dense population and now far to be found more often there, be- ever possible.
goes into the Olympia Theatre in
If all other elements are equal. Negroes.
Citizens Schools Committee, t h e a world where we cross a conti- too crowded.
cause the density of population is 4. The Board of Education has Paris. . .Cab, showing no signs o
In May 1954, there were 2/
1
2 mil- OTHERS MIGRATE
Moreover, incentives for concen- still increasing. In areas where already recognized the need for age, is really in his hey-day what
lion Negro children in 17 South- In the largest cities in the group of Human Relations organi- nent between breakfast and lunch
ern states and the District of Col- North, has come since 1940 the zatIons, and other civic groups are and beat the sun around the trated mental effort toward excel- there is space and cooperation at additional instructional aids and with "St. Louis Blues" showing
ombia, who were separated from greatest movement of Negro peo- urging that the Board of Echica• world, a world of new nations lence in academic skills are fre- home for after school study, the teachers in schools it has called around town and playing the best
other children on the basis of ple which has ever taken place tion state its conviction that iso- where dark skinned people reach quently lacking. The past experi- results on a child's 'earring tend "transient." An elementary assis- spots. . .He says he has a good
tant principal is relieved of class- memory of all the wonderful old
race. In 1958. almost 400,000 of in our history. As the sububs lation of children's educational ex- out for recognition and coopera- ence of parents has indicated lit- to be less serious.
these are no longer separate from explode in every great northern perience by racial grouping hin- tion from us, our children must tle opportunity for children who
All these factors add up to edu- es in these schools, more guid- days — like when he was in the
ders
their
learning
and
that
en
effort,
ance
e
service is provided than in Cotton Club. . .and all the old
v
made
the
such
have
other children. The hard core of metropolitan area. Negro migrants
' minds to hinhave no "bound.
cational experiences which do not
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Science Shrinks Piles
FESTIV %I. VT rp:K — The
29th Festival of Music and
art was held recenilv at Fisk
university, and this scene is
from the festival hall. "Opening Night,' which launched the
fi•e doy cultural cocci. r h e

king and queen are Harold EelIv, of Deiroit, and Miss Dorothea Gregg, of Kangas City,
Mo. The dancers are Miss Juliet Armstrong, of ('hicago, and
Ills hard Jones, it Cincinnati,
I Photo by Gunter.)
—
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Only 5.35
Rubber Rase. Reg 595
Only 3.95
Flow Eoim.L Reg 6.45
Only 4.95
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H. A. CARROLL & CO.
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CENTEL ONEWING CLIPANv,

INC. LOUISVILLE. KY.

Faint HeadquarrerS Since 1171
Herbert Stresli
Walter Streuli
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New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain,
Stops Itching as it Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Special) — a problem!" And among these
For the first time science has sufferers were a very wide vafound a new healing substance riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
with the astonishing ability to some of 10 to 20 years'standing.
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itchAll this, without the use of
ing, and relieve pain—without narcotics, anesthetics or astrinsurgery.
gents of any kind. The secret is
In one hemorrhoid case after a new healing substance (Rioanother,"•ery striking improve- Dyne•) — the discovery of a
ment" was reported and veri- world-famous research institufied by doctors' observations.
tion. Already, Rio-Dyne is in
Pain was relieved promptly. wide use for healing injured
And, while gently relieving tissue en all parts of the body.
pain, actual reduction or reThis new healing substance
traction (shrinking) took place. is offered in suppository or ointAnd most amazing of all —
ment form called Preparorinn
this improvement was main- H.' Ask for individually sealed
tained in cases where doctors' convenient Preparation 11 supobservations were continued
positories or Preparation
over a period of many months! ointment with special appliIn fact, results were so thor- cator. Preparation lt to sold at
ough that sufferers were able all drug counters. Satisfaction
to make such astonishing state- guaranteed or money refunded.
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Dr. DuBois At Fisk;
MaysSpeaks To Grads
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NASHVILLE — Members of Fisk Fall with Dr. DuBois as the initial
ithiversity's 1958 graduating class lecturer. The series, according to
155 of them — shared COM- Dr. Wright, will be endowed by
mencement honors last week with the Class of 1935.
Dr. W. E. DuBois, venerible educator and scholar who was eele•
brating the 70th anniversary of his
graduation from Fisk.
Dt. DuBois, 90 years old, was
cited as one of Fisk's most ilI
lustrious sons." Preident Stephen
J. Wright read the citation which
said in part:
"In the course of these three
score years and ten (since his graduation from Fisk,) you have combined prophetic vision, heroic courage, creative imagination, indefa- The story of James T. Rapier,
tigable energy and an articulate a Negro congressman from Alapen to advance the cause of edu- bama, is told in the current issue
cation, enlightenment, freedom and of Ebony magazine. He served in
opportunity for men everywhere. the 43rd Congress in 1873.
"As the higher education of Ne- Born during slavery on a Florgroes became a Miring issue,'your ence, Ala., plantation, he was the
voice helped America to see that author of a clause in the Alabama
higher education for Negroes could
state constitution which gives all
not be developed on the false phimen the right to vote.
losophy of limited capacities and
Rapier received his early edulimited needs."
cation from a private tutor, and
'MUCH REQUIRED'
' Dr. Benjamin E. Mays, presi- attended a Presbyterian school in
dent of Morehouse college, told the Canada before going to Scotland
graduates that t hey received where he studied at the University
increased responsibilities along of Glasgow.
The Negro congressman was
with their degrees.
"To whom much is given, much elected to Congress in 1873 in com"If
Is required," Dr. Mays said.
petition with a former Confederate
nothing else, this education will colonel by a majority vote of
d
n
a
restlessness
create a divine
3,000. While in Washington, D. C.,
leave you discontent with mediocre he made a lengthy speech in
"
performances.
behalf of the Civil Rights bill,
Three alumni were presented and was supported by four white
Fisk Alumni Distinguished Service Alabama congressmen. The bill
Awards by Louis P. Clark, alum- was passed, but was later declared
ni association president. Recipients unconstitutional by the U. S. Su.
, of preme Court.
were the Rev. Charles *ell)
Tuskegee Institute, Ala.; Dr. Er- Among other achievements, EbCity,
York
nest Alexander of New
ny said that the Negro legislator
and John A. Galloway, retiring 0
was responsible for the measure
principal of Pearl High school in which made
Montgomery a port
Nashville.
f entry. He and his conternporarDr. Wright announced that Dr. 0
to
are
have instituted the
said
es
DuBois had been made an alumni i
tate's first public school system
member of the Fisk chapter of s
Phi Beta Kappa, national honor
society. He also revealed the creation of the W. E. B. DuBois Lec
ture Series which will open next

Aiabama Negro
Congressman's
Story In Ebony

FISK ALUMNI HONORED
Alumni awards went to three
graduates of the school during final exercises at the
school last week. The three
men honored are trout left,

wesithasseaand vet.
U if you

ok book,
o one of

hey give
eas and
aterests.
appropling and

John A. Calloway. retiring
principal of Pearl High school,
Nashsille• Dr. Ernest Alexand•
Cr, of New York City; and
Res. Charles Kelly, of Tuske-

Tr -City News
Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton

gee Institute, Ala. Shown at
tight presenting an award Is
LOWS P. Clark, of l'eadon.
Pa., president of the Fisk University General Alumni assscr
citation-

AN OLD GRAD, Dr. W. E. B.
DuBois, was back on the Fisk
campus last week, 70 years
after his graduation from the
institution. Here the venerable educator end scholar is

shown receiving congratulations after his initiation into
the school's chapter of Phl
Beta Kappa at the 94th coin•
inencement exercises. Shown
with him, from left, are Theodore S. Currier, chairman of

department of history and
and government; Dr. Bernard
Spivack, head of department
of English and humanities and
Dr. Anna liars in, dean of slatdents
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write "Dairy Cook Cook." Memwide mission of preserving peace. for the coming year. A former ing three years in the U. S. Army. and for the last year Director of of town sent retirement congrat- faithful, complex, motherly ani- 4. Before the carton Is opened, phis
Dairy Council, 135 N. Paumal on earth, the dairy cow. She it should be shaken vigorously
Ramey AFB is an overseas Stra- WAC, Miss Black is an honor stu- A recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. a research project in mathematics ulations.
line, Memphis, Tenn. This wonder.
tegic Air Command (SAC) air dent in biological science and a Jerry Lee was her sister, Mrs. under a grant from the National Among the many lovely gifts has often been referred to as the to blend the milk solid. may be ful
booklet will be mailed to ton
5. After thawing, milk
base in the Caribbean, and is lo- member of the Alpha Kappa Al- Will Brown and great - grand- Science Foundation has accepted which were presented to her were "foster mother of the human race"
and rightly so, for she is the pro- used in the same manner as the free.
in
cash.
$166
unicated approximately 90 miles west, pha sorority.
Wesleyan
at
post
similar
a
daughter, Deborah Jane Anderson!
We regret that Mrs. Nelson has ducer of "nature's most nearly
of San Juan, capitol of Puerto
versity, Middletown, Conn.
of Chicago.
retired, but she has given 30 perfect food."
backsplendid
a
has
Rico, 1000 air-miles southeast of
"Dr.
Lorch
Jordan
Shelley
Mrs.
Mr. and
years of faithful service to the
A good dairy cow, weighing 1000
Miami, Fla., and 1600 air-miles
had as their guest their daughter, ground in his field and brings community teaching home econom- pounds, will give around 10 quarts
south-sortheast of New York City.
Mrs. Martha Elizabeth Hill and great competence to his teaching," ics in Lauderdale County.
milk per day. Many improved
baby, of Detroit. Mrs. Carrie Bell said Dr. 51. LaFayette Ilarris, Now that the school have of
dairy cows average 25 quarts per
was a visitor in Nashville this president of the college, "and closed,
teachers arc looking for- day. of course, this sort of profor
week. Mr. Johnnie Moore of Chi- finding a man of his calibre will
ward to going off to summer school duction is brought about by se- =
cago visited his parents, Mr. and our Mathematics Department
Packing their bags to leave for lective breeding; gentle care and —
be difficult.
Mrs. Grant Moore.
LAMPS
TOASTERS
that the A and I university are Mrs. A. plenty of food.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Lee -However, it is obviouswhich
he S. Walker, Mrs, Bertha Pierce, After Bossy does her job and
FANS
Jamison of Toone visited Mr. and Wesleyan university post
of of- Mrs. Tillie Bradford, Mrs. Annie the producers and processors do
Mrs. Johnnie Jamison Sunday in accepted among a number
VACUUM CLEANERS
univerand
Faye Moore, C. J. Campbell, and theirs then next comes the homethe home of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. fers by top colleges
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
makers job — milk tastes best if
Logan Westbrooks, a Si e m- Overall where Mrs. Jamison seas sities will provide him with an many others.
phian attending Lincoln university recuperating from an eye opera- excellent opportunity for advance- Funeral services for Gene it is refrigerated promptly beBlackwell were held at St. Mat- cause exposure to sunlight for even
at Jefferson City, Mo.. was un- tion. Clyde Jamison and Miss, ment."
IOW
animously elected by students at Clara Olivia Jamison of Toone Dr. Lorch has spent the past thew Baptist church last Sunday
He died after having been sick
the school as a delegate to the were also visitors. Mr. and Mrs., several summers as aat visiting
cago is visiting her mother and =
Leland for only one week.
YM-YWCA Conference to be held Troy Lacy of Humboldt were Sun- mathematics researcher
friends in Henning.
In the oast
to
university.
motored
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C.
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visiting her parents, Rev. and
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11.."
instituoutstanding
witnessed the graduation of their
Mr. Westbrooks is the son of recently released from service from several
Morgan and other members
Mrs.
tions.
iii
ALSO—
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Westbrooks, and has been living in Indiana is He holds the B.A. degree from niece, Miss Nancy Curtis, f r o
of the family.
Fisk university.
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR of 1045 Latham st., and is a 1965 at home with Mr. and Mrs. ErnMr. and Mrs. Joseph Alexander
Cornell university and his M.A.
graduate of Booker T. Washington est Danner for the Summer pre- and Ph.D. degrees from the Uni- Vacation time is here, and some
here recently to visit h 1 a
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Elnora
holiday
is
He
Omega Psi Phi fraternity.
to
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Words of the Wise
Louis; and Melvin Cohill is in Ben- her friends were here recently
vice president of the junior class, back brothers Messrs.
would treat
who
a
with
Those
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
along
Walter
and
Mich.
William
Harbor,
ton
representstudent
ind was elected
politics and morality apart
friend, Mr, Clarence Blue, all of
Mrs, Willie M. Casey from Chi- Algie Curtis.
ative to the Student Council.
will never understand the
visiting Mr. and
Mr. Westbrooks' brother, Al- Milwaukee, Wis.,
Mrs. William Stanback, Sr. There, one or the other.
—(John Mosieyi
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• Fast
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MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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DO YOU KNOW THIS MANE

APPLIANCES, INC.

2268 Park Avo.-FA. 3-8507
Prop Perko.*
Opal N•149

plenty others but we
sity, and was graduated in 1956. are
them next week.
He is at present doing graduate about
work in the field of communica•
tions at the University of Chicago.
80 VALUABLE PRIZES!
1st Prize — Vacation For Two In Mexico City
2nd Prix* — Edsel Citation 2 Door Sedan

••

Three 3rd Prizes — 5- piece Lloyd patio furniture sets
Ten 4th Prizes — Complete Waltco Spin-fishing sets
Five 5th Prizes — World famous Helbros watches for men
Twenty-Five 6th Prizes — Handsome Platt 21" orlon-nylon

John Ruskin
Cigars

companion cases.

STILL ONLY
6c
`911•11111MI

WDIA

mow
met
um

MEMPHIS An
mow
1070 on your dial Am•

•

Ten 7th Prizcs — Sunbeam Electric Fry Pans
Twenty-Five 8th Prizes — Useful 2-gallon Skotch Koolers
GET YOUR FREE ENTRY BLANFLS WHEREVER YOU
BUY STAG BEER

fieff";!:

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi

State Line. MADAM BELL is hack after a
bong time of being airs), and at last she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your Job or business is not a success. It you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
I,ine, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her Qeset
at all times. (She never had an dries in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.

A. T. 'QUICK CASH JONES

Loans Arranged
FROM

50 TO

$500

ON

SIGNATURE - AUTO - FURNITURE
No Waiting - No Red Tape - We Arrange Everything

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088

317 BEALE

Court Refuses Review Of School,
l'us Cases; Rules On Grand Juries

16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., June 7, 1951

Four Teachers Cited
At Physical Ed Meet
pal of Lincoln Elementary school,
The Health and Physical Edu- who told the members of the orcation section of Memphis public ganization that they had a splenschools held its annual Spring did opportunity to render service
meeting recently at the A b e to the community, and a tremendScharff branch of the YMCA and ous opportunity to help shape chareducation
four physical
cited
acters for the future in the type
teachers for "outstanding work in of work in which they had entered
the field of health and physical as a profession.
education."
members of the section
The four teachers cited and Other
presented with awards were Early who were present for the meeting
Wynn, of Hamilton High school; were Mrs. Joan Johnson, of CarMrs. Janet Seymour, of Hyde Park ver High school; Mrs. Evelyn WilElementary aahool; Bill Fowlkes, liamson, of Manassas; Jesse oof Booker T. Washington High
Hamilton; J. C. Peaschool; and Miss Cecelia Willis, seph of
cock, of Lester; William Collins,
of Douglass High school.
James Jones, of
Making the awards to the teach- of Hyde Park;
and James Smith of
ers was Frank J. Lewis, of Mel- Manassas;
Elementary school.
rose High school, who is the chair- the LaRose
man of the Health and Physical Plans were made at the meeting
for an inservice program of Health
Education section.
The speaker for the occasion and physical education to be held
Was Prof. E. L. Washburn, princi- here from August 25 through 29.

By LOUIS LALITIER

PHYSICAL ED MEET — Four
teachers from Memphis schools
received awards for "outstanding work in the field of physical education" when the Health
and Physical Education section
Abe
met recently, at the
Scharff branch of the YMCA.
Early
Hamilton
of
Wynn,
left,
High school; Mrs. Janet hey-

!flour, of the Hyde Park Elementary school; Bill Fowlkes,
of Booker T. Washington High
school; and Misss Cecelia Willis, of Douglass High school.
The awards were presented by
Frank J. Lewis, of Melrose
High school, seated at f a r
right. Others who attended the
meet are, from left standing,

Mrs. Joan Johnson, Carver
High school; Jesse Joseph,
Hamilton High school; J. C.
Peacock, Lester High school;
William Collins, Ilade Park
school; James Smtih, LaRose
Elementary school; Mrs. Evelyn Williamson, and James
Jones, both of Manassas High
school.

Varnados To Be
Honored; Here
Nine Years
I The most common question found he a program of indoctrination and
anywhere in the Bible and in hu- hope that that person or those
man activity is wrapped up in persons who are indoctrinated will
one word, "why." Through time have the moral stamina to carry
eternity man has been constantly our program on and thus indoctrinate someone else with the
asking the question "why."
Upon being requested to go to a same program that in the final
distant land to carry the word of analysis the program will become
Cod, one early prophet asked God a part of enough people's lives that
why? Why have you chosen me, the original mission will be realizdon't you know that I can't talk, ed.
why didn't you take someone more ASK WHY
The question of why is one that
capable than I am? Men enduring all kinds of hardships ask God comes up in the mind of the
why does this or that have to people who have been thwarted in
happen to me? A distracted moth- some mission. How unforunate it
er worried with a wayward boy or is that in spite of the most chergirl finds herself standing up in ished dreams many of us see those
dreams go to nothing and later
a corner crying out why?
A man bent on doing a great find ourselves asking why?
In the midst of many of the
himjob in the position he finds
self asks himself lime and time thwarted dreams many people upon
again why did I chose to do this their sick beds wonder why the
or that? A ,voung teacher bent on sickness, many suffering with the
doing a good job in the classroom maladies of life wonder why, many
discounting all of the hardships enduring financial strains, or sohe later encounters stands up in cial hadicaps wonder why. In
distraction asking herself why? spite of all of these man must
One of the greatest tragedies of I find some undiscovered faith that
today is arapped up in the fact; will lead him on and upward
that in the heart of all of the nest through these hardships into a
dreams and ambitions one finds 1 world of fuller service and greater
himself setting out to do there are dedication.
Many people who have found
thousands and thousands of unpredicted adversities into which he themselves going through life's
runs which he had never antici- darkest hours look back after
these ordeals have passed and
pated.
wonder who it was that they were
THEY LEARN
I look at young people prepar- able to come through but when
ing to be ministers, teachers, doe- a true evaluation is machn of the
tors, lawyers and other worthy situation they learn that the ability
positions in life filled with theirl to hold on when life became harddreams. They tell me what they est and moments became dullest
are going to do when they get was that one thing which led them
out into the world. It does not take to these victories.
them long after getting out into FINAL VICTORY
the world to realize that in far too The final victory Is won in promany aspects life is largely a portion that each of us as indimatter of falling into a beaten viduals is able to surmount the
path and doing the best you can "whys" of life and go on to greatwithin the framework of that pat- er successes. We can't let the
eternal "Whys" stop our climb
tern.
You stand up and watch your to worthwhile contributions
chosen ambitions thwarted. You this world. The "whys" in our
see your choice dreams crumble lives may serve as momentary imto the dust. You stop and wander possibilities in the lives of many
what happened to that world that of us but whet' we can reach
you were going to revolutionize
when you got out there.
One day you wake up and find
out that you have been out in this
world for 15 or 20 years and many
of the things or in fact most of
the things that you thought that
you were going to do are sill on
the shores and you yourself have
not been able to go out too far
yourself Then this "c"at question
comes to you why? It takes
more time than one realizes to
get the wheels of progress moving.
I have often said that to many el
us one life time is entirely too
short to realize anything of great
consequences. In our short span of
years the biggest thing that many
of us can do is to lay the foundation upon which someone else
will have to build.
Our whole program will have to

August Gordon was home from
Indianapolis for the Memorial Day
week end to visit his mother, Mrs.
Effie Gordon. He is a former West
Memphian.
Allen Williams, of 300 N. 14th
at,, is confined to the hospital in
Little Rock. He is a deacon at the
New St. Paul M. B. church here.
Others on the sick list are Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Ridgley, of 914 S.
9th st., Mr. Ridgley is also a
deacon at the same church.
A Barn Dance was given recently by the Shentell Social club at
the home of Miss Willie Mae Simpson. She lives at 611 S. 14th at,,
and is a very popular student
at Wonder High school.
A musical program was presented recently at the Morning
Star Baptist church, and was sponsored by M. Taylor, Participants
Faithful Five, and the East Hem.
on the program included the
Faithful Five, and the East Memphis, Southern, Philadelphia, and
New Philadelphia Singers.
The Four Sifew Teens, a sing.
back into an apparent nowhere
and find a faith that will lead
WO the real meaning of life then
and only then we can make our
short span of years worthythile.
Zistfry reveals that many men
who have had the shortest span
of years punctuated with the greatest handicaps have been able to
make some of the greatest contributions. So can we.
For a special flavor when preparing Harvard beets, add a bit
of ginger.

Words of the Wise
The chief vice of many
people consists not in doing
evil but in permitting it.
—(Roy M.Pearson)

Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Varna&
will be honored by the members of
ing group, is practicing very hard,
t Jackson Avenue Baptist church
the
and expects to do some recordings
on next Sunday in a program
in the near future.
which begins at 3 p. m. The proThe members are Albert Loony, gram is being given to celebrate
the president; Frank Ervin, John Rev. Varnado's ninth year as pastor of the church.
Franklin, and Theola Stafford.

EIGHT BATON WIELDERS —
Present for the first annual
band festival to be held on
the campus of Tennessee A &
I State university were these
seven directors who are graduates of the school's music
department headed by Dr. E.
C. Lewis, holding baton. Alumni band directors present for
the festival sponeored by the
Tennessee Association of Band
Directors are from left, Charles

MacDonald, of Chattanooga's
Booker T. Washington High
School; J. W. Kendricks, of
Chattanooga's Howard High
school; Jesse Be Winlock, of
Fayetteville's West End High
school; Dr. Lewis; H. W.
l'oung, of Kingsport; Edward
L. Smith, of Atlanta's B. Washington High school; E. P. Caruthers, of Johnson City s
I.angston High school; and
Emerson Able, of Manassas
High school in Memphis.

Board from requiring or permit- grand jury system in Orl
ling racial segregation in the par-,Parish has been administered by
the local judges so that colored
ish public schools.
The decree required the plain- persops have been systematically
tiffs to file a $1,000 bond for pay- excluded.
ip
ment of any costs and damages1 The jury commission selects l
suffered by anybody who was, citizens who are qualified to regia

WASHINGTON, D. C.(laINPA) —
The United States Supreme Court
Moseley refused to review decisions of lower Federal courts
ordering desegregation of Public
schools in wleans pa ish (County)
and holding unconstitotional LouThe plaintiffs filed no bond im- the commission draws the names
isiana laws requirirg racial segre- mediately after the injunction was of 75 persons front this group.
gation on buses and street cars issued or at any time pending the The list of 75 is then submitted
to one of the six judges of the
in New Orleans.
appeal.
The court also set aside the con- After the Fifth tinned States local criminal court who, in roviction and death sentence of Fred- Court of Appeals affirmed the ac. tation, chooses a new grand jury
die Eubanks, a yowth, for the mur- tion of the lIistriet Court, the school of 12 every six months.
der of a white woman in New board filed its motion .vith the Although colored people comprise
Orleans, because colored persons District Court to declare the tem- about one-third of the population
were systematically excluded from porary injunctions void on the of the parish. uncontradicted testigrand juries.
ground that the plaintiffs had fail- mony was that only one colored
In t h e school desegregation ed to file the bond,
person had been picked for grand
case, the Federal District Court
The District Court or, June 26, jury duly — and this lone excepat New Orleans on Feb. 15, 195e. 1956, denied the motion. The Court lion appparently resulted from the
issued a temporary injunction for- of Appeals held that the fact mistaken impression that he was
bidding the Orleans Parish School that the bond was not executed white.
could not conceivably damage the
The opinion, delivered by Jus•
defendants.
lice Hugo Black, noted that from
Graduation Speaker
REFUSAL
SECOND
1936, when the commission first
Dr. Dorothy L. Sutton Branch
It added that the failure of the began to include colored persona
of Chicago, was the commenceto
earplaintiffs
bond
the
make
the pool of potential jurors. unin
talent speaker as 19e graduates
were awarded degrees by Presi- her was waived by the school til 054, when Eubanks was indictdent J. D. Boyd at Alcorn college, board when it let the injunction ed, 36 grand juries were selected
Alcorn, Miss. Dr. Branch spoke stand against it until it was at- in the parish.
f
on appeal.
COURT'S FINDING
on ''Culture and Cominunication."irmed
'Phis was the second time the
The court found that six or mor
Supreme
Court
States
United
recolored persons were included in
Appearing as guest speaker
If
to
fused
case.
the
review
preeach
list submitted to the local
during the program will be Rev,
H. C. Nabrit, psator of First Bap- viouslY denied a review of the judge. Yet out of the 432 jurors
list church Lauderdale. His choir judgment of the Court of Appeals selected only the single colored
will also be present, and will pro- affirming the anti-segregation or persons was chosen.
Undisputed testimony, the opinvide music for the occasion, to der*
In the transportation case, Abra- ion stated, also proved that a subwhich the public is invited.
ham L. Davis, jr., and William R stantial number of the large color.
Robert Brewer is general chair- Adams originally brought a class ed population in the parish
was
man of the celebration; Mrs. Ethel : suit in the Federal District Court educated, registered to vote and
Griffin, program chairman, and to enjoin city officials from en- possesed. the
qualifications reMrs. Eddie Bell Nelson, secre- forcing Louisiana laws requiring quired for jury service.
tary.
or permitting racial segregation Justice Black also noted that sevMrs. Katie Lee Fleming is chair- on transportation facilities in New eral of the parish judges apparentOrleans.
man of publicity.
ly have never interviewed a colorThe District Court on May 15, ed person in selecting grand jun.
A little lemon juice sprinkled 1 1957, declared such laws invalid. (WS.
on fresh peaches keeps them from The Court of Appeals affirmed "We are reluctantly forced to
turning brown after they are that judgement. City officials conclude that the uniform and long.
firmed on appeal.
sliced.
continued exclusion of Negroes
THE RULING
from erand juries shown by this
They contended that the Feder- record cannot be attributed to
al court should not enjoin the chance, to accident, or to the fact
enforcement of a state lava the that no sufficiently qualified Neviolation of which carries mini- groes have ever been included ai
nal penalties.
the lists submitted to the varioo
The appeals court said that since local judges," Justice Black said,
all transportation can be denied adding:
colored people under the statues, "It seems clear to us that No.
unless they obey the illegal re- groes have been consistently barquirement, 'it is not even ap-, red from jury service because of
parent that they could put them.' their race."
selves in position to be arrested
and prosecuted even if they sought
IF YOU
o test their constitutional rights
CAN
n that manner, which we hold
FIND A
they do not have to do.
BETTER
Eubanks was indicted for the
murder of a white woman by an
BOURBON
all-white jury. His motion to quash
...BUY IV
the indictment on the ground that
colored persons had been systematically excluded from grand juries in Orleans Parish was oversicted and sentenced to death.
The Louisiana Supreme Court upheld the conviction and death penally. The United States Supreme
Court granted a review.
THE LIGHTER SOuRBON
IMMO,SONO( Bourbon W5islim...6 On. Old
SYSTEMATIC EXCLUSION
"
Prod • Cancont not Dot. Co.. frantdort.
Eubanks contended that the

11

Stock up on COKE and these quick-fix foods and be ready to give
0

Your grocer is
featuring these
foods now!
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CHICAGO — Three attractive
girls in bathing suits on the cover
of the June EBONY show what
one can do in New York. One can
SWIM, play in the sand at Jones
beach, or according to the article,
have "Summer fun in New York"
for an average outlay of under
six dollars a day.
In addition to the standard sightseeing in New York, there will be
outdoor art exhibits in Greenwich
Village, jazz festivals, a bowling
congress, horse and trotting races,
and of course, theatre-going.
Also appearing in the June Fe
ONY is the annual Summer Vs
cation Guide, which lists resort
motels. and hotels, cafes, and cs
berets throughout the nation whit
!win afford pleasant vacation opportunities.

Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!

A SPECIAL COURSE IN SHORTHAND

Relax. Enjoy that well-earned vacation next
time. Start now to be sure you'll have enough
money to forget about money. Come in and
open a bank savings account to help take care
of the extra expense. It only takes a moment to
start this lifetime habit that can add so much
enjoyment to your life in so many ways!

OR TYPEWRITING OFFERED

TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS

Secretarial • Executive Secretarial
Junior Accounting - Higher Accounting
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Day I Night Classes

Vacation Guide
For Summer In
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SUMMER SCHOOL

Beginning June 16, 1958
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When you want to turn out an extra-special dish and time is short—that's
when your plentifully 'docked pantry is a real blessing! So shop your
grocer's for canned goods, frozen foods, mixes. And don't forget your
favorite sparkling drink—Coca-Cola. If there's one thing that 'adds dinunction to snacks, meals, desserts— it's Coke.
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IF YOU'RE LONGING FOR
A LONG VACATION —
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PLANKED FISH FILLETS. Thaw frozen fish fillets, spread
with prepared bread stuffing, roll, fasten with toothpicks.
Dot with butter, hake on plank until almost done. Border
with instant mashed potatoes, return to oven until border
browns. Arrange peas on plank. So festive served with the
bright sparkle of Coca-Cola.

Ni

FRUIT WITH CUSTARD SAUCE. So quick—no
cooking! And guests will really he impressed when
you serve it! Heap chilled canned fruits into a howl,
pour on instant vanilla pudding for sauce. Dress it
up with slivered toasted almonds. Remember —
dessert time is a good time for the good taste
of Coke. Enjoy the cold crisp taste of Coke!
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Opportunity Awaits You At Griggs
Call or Write

GRIGGS BUSINESS COLLEGE

Memphis, Tennessee

Tens F
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All Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00
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SIGN'OF GOOD TASTE

492 Vance Avenue

PH. JA 7-4917
I Bottled under

authority

of The

Coco-Cola Company

by Coto-Cola
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